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I. INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter II, we mainly study the refinement choice 
integral 
b 
(1.1) [F, 
a 
An interesting special case of (1.1) is the refinement 
integral 
(1.2) (LR)J FIFGDG 
discussed in the Master's paper of M. A. Williamson (11). 
We prove existence theorems for (1.1). Also ws discuss a 
motivation from complex analysis for studying the integral 
(1.2) . 
In Chapter III, we investigate the refinement integral 
(1.3) (LIR)J (f^dg + f^dh + f^dk). 
An interesting special case of (1.3) is the weighted 
2 
refinement integral 
(1.4) [F, (w^^w^^w^)]] fdg 
a 
introduced by F. M, Wright and J, D. Baker [12] . First we 
present existence theorems for (1.3), The proofs of these 
existence theorems are omitted since they are similar to 
proofs of existence theorems for the choice integral (1.1) 
given in Chapter II. Next we prove a result providing a 
Gronwall inequality for (1.3) which generalizes a recent 
result by F. M. Wright, M. L. Klasi, and D. R. Kennebeck 
[13] for the weighted refinement integral (1.4); the proof 
of our result is quite straightforward and is patterned 
after the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [13]. We also state 
without proof another theorem providing a Gronwall ine­
quality for (1.3) \^ich we use in Chapter IV. 
In Chapter IV, we are mainly interested in studying 
a result given by B. W. Helton [7] which provides a 
Gronwall inequality involving product integrals for the 
refinement integral 
3 
b 
(1.5) (LR)J (fU + fV). 
a 
We present an alternate, more direct, and considerably 
simpler method for proving this result of Helton's. We 
begin Chapter IV by defining the refinement integral 
b 
(1.6) J G 
a 
and the product refinement integral 
(1.7) 
where [a,b] is a closed interval of the real axis and G 
is a real-valued function on the set of all ordered pairs 
(x,y) of real numbers satisfying a < x < y < b. We then 
define the ideas of G being of classes 0A°, CM°, 0L°, 
0B° on [a,b]. For the case where G is of class 0B° 
on [a,b], we discuss some possible ways to define the 
total variation of G on closed sixbintervals of [a,b] . We 
prove and discuss a sufficiency test for G to be of class 
4 
CM® on [a,b], and we point out how this test implies the 
result due to J. S. MacNerney [9] and B. W. Helton [5] that 
G is of class CSH" on [a,b] when G is of classes 0A° 
and OB® on [a,b]. It is interesting to compare our study 
of product integrals with the convergence of an infinite 
00 
product n (1+ a.) of complex numbers. Next we discuss 
j=o ] 
some results for functions of class 0L° on [a,b]. We 
then prove a result providing conditions under which a 
function g defined on [a,b] by 
X 
g(x) = h(a)^n*(l+U) (1-V)~^+ (R)J (1-V) (1+U) (1-V) ""^dh 
:an be reoresented in the form 
g{x) = h(x) + (LR)j (gU + gV) 
We point out that the preceding result was proved by Helton 
in [5], but our proof is more direct and considerably 
simpler, especially since his proof relies on a quite 
difficult lemma. Finally we show how Helton's result pro­
viding a Gronwall inequality involving product integrals for 
5 
the integral (1.5) follows from the preceding result and a 
theorem in Chapter III providing a Gronwall inequality for 
the integral (1.3) . 
In chapter V, we first consider a general Banach space 
B over the real number field, a nonempty set P, a 
transitive and compositive binary relation R consisting of 
ordered pairs of elements of P, and a function f with 
domain P and with range a collection of nonempty subsets 
of B. For an element L of B, we define the notions of 
L being the limit or a cluster point of f with respect 
to R. For a nonempty subset S of B, we discuss the 
idea, introduced in the Ph.D. thesis of James D. Baker [2], 
of f coming close to S relative to R, In the remainder 
of chapter V, we consider the special case where B is the 
set of all real numbers, We define liia f (p) and 
p,R 
lim f(p), which are the largest and smallest cluster points, 
p,R 
respectively, of f with respect to R. We then investigate 
the special case where v is a monotone nondecreasing real-
valued function on a closed interval [a,b] of the real 
axis, u is a bounded real-valued function on [a,b], P 
is the set of all partitions of [a,b], and for each 
6 
element 
p = {a = < Xg < ... < x^ = b} 
of P we have that 
n 
f (p) = { ^ u(Gi) [v(x_) -v(x^_^)] : Cj, € [x^_j^,x^] 
i=l 
L 1^ 2 ^ # # # ^ n^ • for i
If R is the binary relation consisting of all ordered 
pairs (p',P) of elements of P such that p' is a 
refinement of then lim f (p) and lim f (p) are denoted 
p,R p,R 
by P udv and Fj udv, respectively, and when 
liiti f(p) exists this limit is denoted by F udv and 
P.R a 
is the Riemann-Stieltjes refinement integral of u with 
respect to v over [a,b]; the function f comes close 
to the set S = -^FJ udv, FJ U d vj- relative to R, and 
a â 
for any real number c satisfying a < c < b we have that 
/ 
pC jrb 
F  u d v  =  F  u d v  +  F j  u d v  
and 
FJ u d v  =  FJ u d v  +  FJ udv. 
We conclude Chapter V with an investigation of the binary 
relation R consisting of all ordered pairs (p',p) of 
elements of P such that (nointi p') < (norm p) . Then, 
— lim f (p) and lim f (p) are denoted by Nj udv and 
p,R p,R a 
pb 
N udv, respectively. Moreover, when lim f(p) exists, 
& b 
this limit is then denoted by NJ u d v and is called the 
a 
Riemann-Stieltjes norm integral, or often just the Stieltjes 
integral, of u with respect to v over [a,b] . We show 
that NJ U d V ^ FJ udv, and we next show that when 
a a 
70 7b ^b 
N  u d v  >  F J  u d v  t h e n  N J  u d v  i s  n o t  a  m e m b e r  o f  a  
a a a 
set to which f comes close relative to R. Finally we 
obtain results concerning 
8 
NJ  U d V  -  I ^ NJ  u d v  u  d VJ 
% a c 
when c is a real number satisfying a < c < b. 
9 
II. THE CHOICE INTEGRAL 
First we define the integral to be studied here. 
Definition 2.1. Let f^,be real-valued 
functions on a closed interval [a,b] of the real t-axis. 
Let functions such that each has domain the 
collection of all closed subintervals of [a,b] and such 
that when [t',t"3 is a closed subinterval of [a.b] then 
*^([t',t"]),^2([t',t"]),^2([t',t"]) are nonempty subsets 
of [t',t"]. For a partition 
6 = {a = tg < t^ < tg < ... < t^ = b} 
of [a,b], choose for each integer i = 1,2,...,n arbi­
trary points of 
^^t^]), respectively, and form the sum 
n 
i=l 
When these sums have a finite limit under partition refine­
ment, we denote this limit by 
10 
(2.1) [F, fiftifgftifgftidgtt). 
a 
Interesting special cases of (2.1) are; 
(i) (LIR)J f^(t)f2(t)f3(t)dg(t) for which 
a 
*l([t',t"]) ={t'}, ^ 3([f,t'']) = {t"}, 
•^3([t',t"l) = (t',t"); 
b 
(ii) (LR)J f^(t)f3(t)dg(t) for which 
a 
*l([t',t"]) = ft'], *3([t',t"]) = ft"], fgft) = 1; 
(iii) (FA) J f (t) f2 (t) f3 (t) dg (t) for which 
a 
t^([t',t"]) = *2([t',t"]) = t3([t',t"]) = [t',t"]. 
b 
The integral (LR)J ^i/tifgCtidgCt) has a motivation 
a 
from complex analysis. Let ^ be a complex-valued function 
of bounded variation on the closed interval [a,b] of the 
3 
real t-axis. Let S be the Riemann sphere in E 
consisting of all ordered triples (u^,u2,u3) of real 
numbers such that 
11 
"î + "2 + ("3 - 2) = (2) • 
Let J be the function with domain S and with range the 
entire extended complex plane such that 
u +iu 
JfUijUg/Ug) = 1 for (UifUg'*]) e S - {(0,0,1)} 
3(0,0,1) = 0 0 .  
The restriction of 3" to S - {(0,0,1)} is a stereographic 
projection. Let v be the function with domain [a,b] and 
with range on S such that 
v(t) = 3~^C$(t)), t e [a,b] . 
—» 
Let \ be the nondecreasing arc length function for cj» on 
[a^b] such that 
X (t) = V^cj» for a < t ^  b 
X (a) = 0 , 
12 
The function v is of bounded variation on [a,b], the 
integral 
(LR)J j-* j-d\{t) 
[l+|5(t)|^]^ [l+l5(t)l^]^ 
exists, and 
= (I®) J J Y ' 
® [1 +I4lt)|2]2 [l+|3(t)|2]2 
the proof is in [11]. 
Next we present four existence theorems for the choice 
integral. 
Theorem 2.1. Let f^^f^jf^ be bounded real-valued 
functions on the closed interval [a,b] of the real t-axis, 
and let g be a real-valued function on [a,b]. Suppose 
there is a positive real constant K such that 
If^(t) I ^.K, jfgCt)! ^  K, jfgft)! ^  K for all points t of 
[a,b] . Let and be set-valued functions 
defined on the collection of all closed subintervals of 
13 
[a,b] such that for any closed subinterval [t % t" ] of 
[a,b], V^^[t',t"]) is some subset of [t',t"] containing 
{t*}, ^^([t'/t"]) is some subset of [t',t"] containing 
ft"}, and = (t',a) U (P,t") where 
t' < a, p < t", Suppose the refinement integral 
[F, (*i,*2'*3)]j fi(t)f2(t)f3{t)dg(t) 
a 
exists. Then the following statements hold: 
(i) if t is a point of [a^b) such that g(t^) 
exists and is finite and such that g(t*) ^  g(t), 
then fgCt*) exists; 
(ii) if t is a point of [a,b) such that g is not 
continuous from the right at t, then f^ 
exists; 
(iii) if t is a point of (a,b] such that g(t ) 
exists and is finite and such that g(t ) ^  g(t), 
then f^(t ) exists; 
(iv) if t is a point of (a,b] such that g is not 
continuous from the left at t, then f^(t ) 
exists. 
14 
Proof; (a) Suppose Statement (i) does not hold. Then 
there is a point c of [a,b) such that g(c^) exists 
and is finite, such that g(c^) ^  g(c), and such that 
f 2 (c"*^) does not exist. 
Let v= |g(c^) -g(c) |. Let Ô ' be a positive real number 
less than (b-c) such that jg(t) -g(c^) j < for all 
real numbers t satisfying c < t < c + 6', For any real 
n u m b e r  t  s a t i s f y i n g  c < t < c + 6 ' .  
lg(t) -9(c) I = |g(t) - g (c"*") +g(c"^) - g(c) 
à jgfc^^ -9(c) I - |g(t) -g(c''") 1 > V - = y . 
c < t < c + 6' => ig(t) -g(c) 1 > J 
Let M be a positive real number such that 
|f^(t) I g M, jfgtt)! s M, and |f2(t)| g M for all points 
t of [a,b] . There is a positive real number e with the 
property that for every positive real number 6 less than 
(b-c) there are real numbers t',t" satisfying 
15 
c< t',t" < c +6 such that jf^Ct') - f^(t")| & e. Let 
S be a positive real nvunber less than 6 ' such that 
2 
|g(t") -g(f)|< 
8M 
for every two real numbers t',t" satisfying 
c < t',t" < c + 6. 
Let à be any given partition of [a^b] . Let 
A* = {a = t^ < t^ < t^ < ... < = b] 
be a partition of [a,b] which is a refinement of A and 
which has the property that there is a positive integer i 
less than n' such that t* = c and tl < c +6, Let 
1-1 i 
T| and Ç be real numbers satisfying t^ < rj < C < 
1-1 i 
such that 1^3(0 - fg (Ti) I S e . Let 
^1 ^0,1 ^  ^ 1,1 ^  ^ 2,1 < ••• < ^n'+2,l 
be the partition of [a^b] consisting of all of the points 
of A' and the two additional points r\ and Ç, and let 
16 
^2 = = to,2 < h,2 < ^2,2 < ••• < \'+l,2 = 
be the partition of [a,b] consisting of all of the points 
of à ' and the one additional point ( . We note that both 
and are refinements of A. Let 
t* e ^2^^^i-l I'^i 1^^ ^ ~ 1,2, ...,n' +2, and let 
tf* € *2'^"i-l 2'~i 2^' i = l,2,...,n'+l so that 
t** = t* for i = 1,2,.,.,i and t** = t* for 11 3 3 3 1 1+1 
i = i + 1,1 + 2, ...,n'+l. Then, we have 
n'+2 
I ^1 ^^i-1,1^ ^ 2 (t*) ^3 [9 ^^i,l^ " 9 ^^i-l, 1^ ] 
i=l 
n'+l 
E ^1(^1-1,2)^2(^1*) '^3 (^1,2) [9(^1,2) ~9("i-l,2)] 
4 = 1  
f^fcifgft^ifgCn) [g(Ti) -g(c)] + f^(Ti)f2 (t|-^^)f2 (C) 
[g (C)  -g(Ti)] -f^(c)f2(t*)f3(C) [g (C)  -g(c)] 
f l (c ) f2 ( tp  [ fgCi l )  - f3 (C)3  Eg( i i )  - 9 (c ) ]  -  [ f^ (c ) f2 ( tp  
17 
f, (Ti)f,(t! )] • f (C) .  [9(C) -g(Ti)] 
^ ^ i+l ^ 
> • e • ^  - 2M^ • M • ^  ^ Î ^ 
8M 
This violates the Cauchy condition for the existence of the 
integral [F, ($^,$2**3)]] fi/tjfgftjfgftidgtt). 
cl 
We conclude that statement (i) holds. 
(b) Next suppose statement (ii) does not hold. Then 
there is a point c of [a,b) such that g is not con-
+ 
tinuous from the right at c and fgfc ) does not exist. 
There is a positive real number e such that for 
every positive real number Ô less than b - c, there 
exist t satisfying c < t < c + ô and t',t" satisfying 
c<t',t"<c+6 such that 
|g(t) -g(c) I and jf^ft") -fgtt')} - • 
Let A be any given partition of [a,b]. Let 
18 
A* = [a = < ••• < = b) 
be the partition A U {c} of [a,fc], where tl = c, 
i-1 
Let d be a real niahber such that c < d < tr and 
X 
|g(d) -g(c) j a — . Let be two real numbers 
satisfying c < < d such that - f^ (a^) j 
and c Let 
^1 1 < ^ < tg 1 < ... < 
A' U {d} of [a,b3 . Por each 
i = lj2,...,i-l,i + l,i + 2, .. .,n' + 1, let C" -, and 
be the same points of ^,([t. ^ -,t , ]). Let ç" = 
z  i — ± , ±  ijJ- ij 1 
and C!1 = a-. Then 
i,2 2 
n'+l 
L  ^1 (^1-1, 1^ ^ 2 (^1,2) ^3 (^1, 1^ (^1, 1^ ~ ^  (^1-1, 1^ ] 
i=l 
n'+l 
I ^1 (^1-1,1^ ^2 (CÏ, 1^ ^ 3 %) [9 1) "9 %) 1 
i=l 
19 
i-1 
i=l 
f (tl )f_(a_)f_(d)[g(d) -9(t: )] 
1 i_l 2 2 3 i_l 
+f^(d)(G^+i 2^^3(t:) [9(tiJ -9(a)] 
n' 
""" Z ^1 ^2 ^^i+l, 2^ ^ 3 (tj) (t^) - g ] 
i=I+l 
Î-1 
" Z ^1 ^^i-1^ ^ 2 (Cïj ^3 (^î) [9 (tj) - 9 (tî_i) ] 
i=l 
f, (t_ )f.(a,)f.{d) [g(d) -g(t, .)] 
J. i-i ^ i o 1-1 
- f, (d) f, (C " ) f, (tf) [g (t:) - g (d) ] 
1 / i+1,1 ^ 1 
n' 
Z ^i(tî_i)f2(Gï+i,i)f3(tj)[g(tî) -9(tî_i)] 
i=î+l 
f 1 (tj_i) (d) [±2 (Og) - fg (a^) ] [g (d) - g (tT_i) ] 
20 
This violates the Cauchy condition for the existence of the 
b 
integral [F, (t) f2 (t) f^ (t)dg(t) . 
a 
We conclude that statement (ii) holds. 
(c) The statements (iii) and (iv) Ccin be proved in a 
similar way. Q.E.D, 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose f^,fgffg are bounded on [a,b] 
and g is a saltus function on [a,b] . For each closed 
subinterval [t',t"] of [a,b], let ^^([t',t"]) = [t'}, 
( [f ,t"] ) = {t"}, be some nonempty subset of 
the open interval (t',t"). For each t in [a,b) such 
that g (t"*^) / g(t), suppose that f^ (t^) and f^ (t^) 
exist. For each t in (a,b] such that g(t ) ^  g(t), 
suppose that f^(t ) and f^(t") exist. Then (2.1) exists, 
and 
p-
[F, ^1^2^3^^ 
a 
I! f 1 (t) f2 (t"*") f3 (t"*") [g (t"*") - g (t) ] 
te[a,b) 
+ Z fj^(t )f2(t )f3(t) [g(t) -g(t )] . 
te(a,bj 
21 
Proof; Case 1; Suppose first that g is a simple 
step function on [a^b]. 
Let M be a positive real number such that 
|f^(t) j ^ M, jfgtt)] g M, |f^ (t) I g M for all points t 
[a,b] , Let e be any given positive real number. Let 
A* = [a = t* < t* < t* < ... < t** = b) 
be a partition of [a,b] containing all of the discon­
tinuities of g. Let 
= {j e (1,2, ...,n*} : 
and 
J, = {] e {1,2, .. .,n*} : g(t*~) g(t*) } . 
^ J J 
For each integer j = l,2,...,n*, let u^ be the real 
number such that g(t) = u^ for all real numbers t 
satisfying tt ^ < t < tf. For each j e let tÎ 
be a real number satisfying t% ^ < t/ < tf such that 
22 
9 + 1) 
and 
for all real numbers t satisfying tf ^ < t ^  tj. For 
each integer j = 1,2,...,n* such that j ^ J^, let t^ 
be any particular real number satisfying tt_^ < t/ < tt. 
For each j e Jg, let tV be a real number satisfying 
t \  < t'.' < t* such that ] ] ] 
If, (t) -f, (t*") I < 
^ ^ ^ 4M^(V^g + l) 
and 
{ ± 2  (t) - ± 2  (tt ) 1 < 2  ,  h  
^ 4M (V^g + 1) 
23 
for all real numbers t satisfying tV ^ t < t^. For each 
integer j = 1,2, ...,n* such that j ^  j?, let t'.' be 
^ D 
any particular real number satisfying t^ < t^ < t*. Let 
be the partition of [a,b] consisting of all of the 
points of à*3 the points t^,t^, ...,t^* and the points 
^l'^2*' ' ' ' ^n* * 
A = {a = t < t. < t- < ... < t = b} 
o 1 ^ n 
be any partition of [a,b] which is a refinement of A^. 
For each integer j = l,2,,..,n*, let i^ be the smallest 
positive integer not exceeding n - 2 such that t. , > t* , S-J-
and let i" be the largest integer satisfying 2 ^ i" ^ n - 1 
3 J 
such that t.„ < t*. For each integer i = 1,2,...,n, let 
Ci'Cï'Ci be points of t ^ 
2 ([t__^,t^3 ), respectively. Then 
n 
Xf i (q ) f2 (q) f3 (Cl )  tg ( t . )  
i=l 
- { Y f3^(t)f2(t"'")f3(t"^) [gCt"*") -g(t)] 
t€ [a,b) 
24 
Y f 1 (t') f2 (t") £3 (t) [g (t) - g (t') ]} 
t€(a,b] 
n* 
3 J 3 
n* 
;_i ] ] ] 
jeJi 
T f, (t*")f^(t*")£,(«) . [g(t*) -g(t*")]}| 
t~> X J  ^ J •J J j J ' \ 
jeJg 
ieJl ' ^ ' 
I ^l(^i" )^2 ('î';+l)^3'^j' • "9(^1?)] 
i.T ] : : 
jcJl 
25 
j€J, 
Z [^2(^1*.) ^3(^1'.) 
] ] 
ieJ\ 
j€J, ^ 3 
fi(t5"')f2(t^")][g(t5) -g(t^")] = I Z 
ieJ\ 
[^2(^ï'.)^3(^i'.) ~ ^ 3(^i'.)^2^^j-l^ •'" ^3(^i'.)^2^^j-l^ 
] ] 
L  ^ 3 ^ ^ v [ ^ l ( ^ i " ) ^ 2 ( ^ ï ' : + l )  "  ^ ^ 2 ( ^ i ' : + l )  
j€J, 
]'L 1\ 1 / Z\"l%+±/ XT 
1 3  ] 
f 1 («-) f 2(C V ,.+1) - f 1 («-) fj («-)][g (« ) - g («-)] 
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]eJ\ 
E ^3^^jK^2(^i'.'+l)[^l(^i'.') " ^] •*• ) 
jeJ-, ^ ^ 
k(q...J-"2(^f)]}' [9(t,)-g(t*-)] 
g [M' 2 ^ ^ 
4M^ (v^g +1) 4M^ (V^g +1) 
& a. 
•] 
Jb . r.-2 € [« V-^L" ...2..i + M 2 e 4M" (V"g + 1) 4H^ (V^g + 1) 3. & 
£ € e Ê 
^ T + T + T + T = e  
Case 2; Suppose next that g is any saltus function 
on [a,b]. 
Let be a one-to-one sequence of points 
3 ]—-L 
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of [a,b] whose range contains all of the dis­
continuities of the function g, where = a and 
= b. Let [g . be a sequence of simple step 
2 m in—1 
functions on [a,b] such that (g - g^) "*0 as m -• » 
and such that for each positive integer m the following 
two statements hold; 
(i) [9^(iij) ^ = [gh^-ghj)] for 
j = 1,3,4,.. .,m; 
(ii) [g^hj) -9jj^(Tlj)] = -ghj)] for 
j = 2,3, 
(iii) g is continuous at each t e [a,b] different 
m 
from ••*'^m* 
AS in Case 1, let îi be a positive real number such that 
|fl(t) I 1 M, lf2(t)|^M, |fg (t) I ^ M for all points t 
of [a,b]. 
Let e be any given positive real number. Let m be 
an integer greater than 1 such that (g - g^) < — 
~ ~ 3M 
Let Â be a partition of [a,b] such that whenever 
A = {a = t^ < t^ < t^ < ... < t^ = b} 
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is a partition of [a,b] which is a refinement of A and 
(V e for i = l,2,...,n, then 
n 
i=l 
-{ I f,(t)f2(t+)f^(t+) . [g^(t+)-9^(t)] 
te[a,b) 
te (a,b] 
Then, let 
A = {a = t^ < t^ < t2 < ... < t^ = b} 
be any particular partition of [a,b] which is a refine­
ment of Â, and for each integer i = 1,2,...,n let 
be any particular real number in ijf 2 ( t^] ) . Thus 
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n 
i=l 
" { I fi(t)f2(t+)f2(t+) . [gCt"^) -g(t)] 
te[a,b) 
+ ^ f 1 (t") f2 (t~) £3 (t) . [g (t) - g (t") ] } I 
te(a,b] 
n 
1 I I 23(^1) • (9 (t.) -9<W 
i=l 
n 
i=l 
n 
1 I -Sm'W 
i=l 
- { I fi(t)f2(t+)f3(t+) • [g^Ct") -g„(t)] 
te[a,b) 
+ I f^(Of2(t-)f3(t) . [g_„(t) -g^(t-)] 
te (a,b] 
t€[a,b) 
+ I ïi(Of2(t-)f3(t) • lg„(t)-g^(t-))} 
te(a,b] 
- I ^ f ^ (t) f 2 (t"^) f 2 (t"*") • [g (t"*") - g (t) ] 
te[a^b) 
+ 2 fi(t")f2(t")f3(t) • [g(t) -g(t")] 
te (a,b] 
n 
Y |t9(ti) -g„(t.)l - [g(Vl' ''m'Vl" 
i=l 
i=m+l 
+ y f, (TiI)fo('nT)f-3(Ti^) • [gCîi^)-g(Ti^)3 
J J  
j=m+l 
• V^(g-gj + f 
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+ Y  l9(%j) -gCHj) I 
j=m+l 
00 
j=TO+l 
^ ^ + "I + (g - 9^) < e. 
We conclude that the integral 
^V^ C*^ C* 3 V»<4 O.TII a 1 Q 
^ (t) (t+) £3 (t"^) . [g (t+) - g (t) ] 
te [a,b) 
Y f^{t.')f^it~)f^{t) . [g(t) -g(t")] 
te(a,b] 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. Q.E.D. 
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Theorem 2.3. Let be real-valued 
functions on a closed interval [a,b] of the real axis. 
Suppose f^ and f^ are bounded on [a,b]. Suppose the 
Riemann-Stieltjes refinement integrals 
^1^2^3^^ 
a a a 
exist. Then 
b 
[F, 
a 
exists and equals 
h 
^1^2 ^3^^* 
a 
Proof; Let M be a positive real number such that 
jfgCt)! ^  M and jf^ft) | ^  M for all t in [a,b] . Since 
pj f^dg, pj f^f^dg, and Fj f^fgf^dg exist, given € > 0 
a a a 
there exists a corresponding partition of [a,b] such 
that if 
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6 = {a = < tg < ... < = b} 
is a partition of [a,b] which is a refinement of and 
if e [t__^,t^] for i = 1,2, ...,n, then 
I Î  fi(Ci)[9(ti) -g(ti.i)] - FJ f^ag 
i=l ^ 5M^ ' 
^ 5M ' 
i=l 
and 
< f • 
i=l 
NOW, let A = {a = t^ < t^ < t2 < ... < t^ = b} be any 
partition of [a,b] which is a refinement of A^, and let 
e for i = l,2,...,n. We have that 
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n 
i=l 
i=l 
n 
1 I [fi(q)f2(q^ -fi(cpf2(Ci)]f3(Cp[g(V -g(Vi)] 
i=l 
<! + M I |[fl(Ci)f2(GÏ)-fl(Cl)f2(Cl)][9(ti)-9(ti_i)]| 
i=x 
n 
= f + " I |[f3.(c;)f2(q)-fj,(cpf2(£p+fi(cv)f2(cv) 
i=l 
- fifGTlfgfG:)] • [g(t.) -g(t._i)] 
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n 
= T + M Z |{cf^(c;)-fi(cv)if2(ep+fi(cv)f2(cp 
i=l 
n 
s I + ^ j [f J (C : ) - f 1 (c;; ) ] [g (t. ) - g (t. _j^) i 
i=l 
n 
i=l 
For i = let 
a- = CV and aY = if [f^, (CÎ)-fi(CÏ) 3 ^ 0 
and 
a! = C ! and a'.' = Ç" if [f, (C Î )-fT (C!j') 3 [g(t . )-g(t . ) ] < 0, i  1  1  1  ^  Z L  . L I  X  
and let 
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P! = C% and pV = CJ if £3 (Cp ] 
• [g(t^) -9(ti_i)] ^  0 
and 
= CÏ and pv = CÎ if [fi(q)f2<ti' 
• tgCt^) -g(t^ ^ )| < 0. 
Therefore 
I y f, (Ç!)f2(C)f3(Cf)[g(t.) -g(t,._,)l - Ff f,f,f,dg 
I O X X ^ X X X w — 
'i=l ^ 
n 
< §- + ^ [f]^(ap -fj^(a^)] [g(t^) -9(t^_^)] 
i=l 
n 
+ M J [f^(pj)f2 0v) -g(t^_i)] 
i=l 
n 
= f I -9<Vl" -
i=l 
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n 
- ^ fi(aî) [g(t^) + 
i=l 
n 
m{ y  fi/PVifgtPÏ) l5(t.) -g(t._^)] 
i=l 
I fi(p:)f2(Pi)[g(t.)-g(t..i)l} 
i=l 
n 
= "I + Y [g(t^) - 9 ^1^9 + fJ f^dg -
i=l 
n n 
y fi(a^) [g(t,) -g(^.,)]} + M{ X fi'PÏ'fzCPÎ) 
i=l i=l 
tg(t.) -g(ti_i)l - fJ 
- Z fi(ei)f2lP!)[glti)- g(ti_i)]} 
i=l 
< 5  +  5 " S  +  S  +  S  =  ^ '  
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Hence 
[F, 
a 
exists and equals 
FJ f^fgfgdg. Q.E.D. 
The following theorem is the main theorem for this 
chapter. 
Theorem 2.4. Let g be a continuous real-valued 
function of bounded variation on the closed interval [a,b] 
of the real t-axis. Let f^,fg^fg be bounded real-valued 
functions on [a,b]. Suppose there is a positive real 
number K such that |f^ (t)| ^  K, jfgtt) 1 ^ K, (t) | 2 K 
for all t in [a,b] . Let be a function with domain 
the collection of all closed subintervals of [a,b] such 
that for each closed subinterval [c,d] of [a,b], 
i|;^([c,d]) is a subset of [c,d] containing c. Let 
be a function with domain the collection of all closed 
subintervals of [a,b] such that for each closed subinterval 
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[c,d] of [a,b], ^^([Cjd]) is a subset of [c,d] con­
taining d. Let 1^2 be a function with domain the col­
lection of closed subintervals of [a,b] such that for 
each closed subinterval [c,d] of [a,b], is a 
nonempty subset of (c,d) such that the following state­
ments hold: 
(i) there is a sequence [Q. with range in 
3 # J- ]—-L 
^ ([c,d]) such that lim Ç. ^ 
lim f_(G. ,) = lim sup f^(t); 
i"" ' t-c+ 
= c and 
(ii) there is a sequence {C- with range in 
] ] - - L  
i|f ([c,d]) such that lim (. _ = c and 
^ j-,00 
lim f_(C. = lim inf f^(t); 
(iii) there is a sequence {Ç_. with range in 
i}r ([c,d]) such that lim C _ = ^ and 
lim fL(C= = lim sup f_(t): 
z J, J 6 3-KX, t-d 
(iv) there is a sequence [g^ 4^j=l range in 
*?([c,d]) such that lim (. . 
^ i-.«o J ' ^ 
lim f_(C. .) = lim inf f_(t). 
t-d-
= d and 
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Suppose the integral 
[F, fi(t)f2(t)f3(t)dg(t) 
a 
exists. Then, each of the Riemann-Stieltjes norm integrals 
.b 
J fj^(t)dg(t), J f2(t)dg(t), J £j(t)dg(t) 
a a a 
exists. Moreover, the Riemann-Stieltjes norm integral 
b 
J f^(t)f2(t)f3(t)dg(t) 
a 
exists and equals 
[F, 
a 
Proof: (a) Suppose 
J fgttidgtt) 
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does not exist. 
Let g* be a nondecreasing real-valued function on 
the entire real t-axis such that 
g*(t) = V^g for a < t ^ b 
= 0 for -00 < t ^ a 
^g for b < t < 00. 
Since 
J fgftidgft) 
does not exist by hypothesis, the set consisting of 
-•> 
all points of [a,b] where f^ is discontinuous is such 
that ^ > 0. Let M(f2) be the set of all points 
t of [a,b) such that f^(t^) does not exist, and let 
M(fg) be the set of all points t of (a,b] such that 
f^(t ) does not exist. Let 
E_ = D - [M(f^) U M{f")] . 
^2 ^2 
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For each positive integer k, let E . be the set of 
all real numbers t satisfying a < t < b such that 
t e E and 
^2 
Ifg (t"^) - f2 (t) I + Ifgft) - fg (t") I 5 ^  . 
For each positive integer k, every point of the set 
v is an isolated point of this set. Thus, for each 
^2, 
positive integer k, the set E^ ^ is at most countable. 
Since g is continuous, the function g* is also con­
tinuous. Therefore, for each positive integer k, 
M*^(e^ k) ~ 0. We note that 
^ 2, 
00 
E, - {a,b} = U E_c . . 
2 k=l "2," 
Therefore U**(E_ j = 0. Thus at least one of the two 
g * \  f g /  
real numbers u**tM(f*)), U**(M(f_)) is positive. Suppose g* z g* / 
for the sake of argument that H** (M(ft) ) is positive. g* 2 
For each positive real number Ô, let M(f2,6,+) be 
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the set of all real numbers t satisfying a ^  t < b such 
that 
^lim sup f^ (u) - lim inf fgCu)^ & 6 . 
u-»t u-»t 
We note that 
M(f^) = U M(f^,^,+) 
k=l 
There is a positive integer k such that (M +) ) 
is a positive real number which we denote by w^ . Let 
a  = {a = t 0,0 ^  -1,0 "^2,0 ^ < t n 
= b} 
be a partition of [a,b] such that 
n 
I ,o'-9<Vl.o'l > 
1 + 
ï^l 
i=l 
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If 
A = (a = < tg < ... < = b} 
is any partition of [a,b] which is a refinement of 
and if i^jig,...ji^ are any distinct positive integers 
not exceeding n, then 
I [g*(ti _i)] - I |g(ti )-3(ti _i)| 
q=l ^ ^ q=l ^ ^ 
n n 
1 Y  Cg*(t^) - Y  l9(t^)-g(t^_^)| 
i=l i=l 
n 
o 
1 V^g - X -9<Vl,o' I < 4 "l ' 
i=l 1c 
and therefore 
I |g(ti )-g(t. _i)| > I [g*(t. )-g*(\ .Jj - • 
q=l 9 s q=l s ^ k 
Let 
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A = {a = t^ < t^ < tg < ... < t^ = b} 
be any given partition of [a,b] which is a refinement of 
A . Let 
o 
{^1 < 2.^  < 2,^  < < 1^} 
be the collection consisting of all positive integers i 
not exceeding n such that the open interval (t__^,t^) 
contains at least one point of the set M(f^,i^+). For 
each inteaer a = 1. 2 . . . . . * ,  let 
-a - g.i.b.[M(f2,-,+) 0 (t^ )]• 
For each integer i = 1,2,...,n, let and fcV be 
real numbers satisfying t! < t. < tV such that 1 1—1 1 
[g*(tV) -g*(t^)] < ^  For each integer 
q = 1,2, let t^ and t^ be real numbers satis-
46 
fying such that [g* (t^) - g* (t^) ] < — • 
We note that 
£ n 
"(^2'%'+) ^  [ U )] U [ U (t'.tp] 
q=l q 1=1 
Then 
l n 
) -9'("g)] + I [9*(tV) -g*(tpi 
le q=l ^ i=l 
Z  
+ ) [9*(t") - g*(t')] 
^ q q 
q=l 
i  
<  1  [ 9 * ( t i  ) - 9 * ( " q ) ]  +  I  •  « 1  •  
q=l S 
Therefore 
1  ) - 9 * ( 0 ]  >  I  •  " î  
q=l " 
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The partition of [a,b] consisting of the points of A 
and the real numbers is a refinement of à . 
Thus 
q=l ^ 
> I  )-?*("*)] - i- «Ï 
q=l " 5 
^ 1 + 
> 4 "i . 
For each integer q = 1,2,...,4, let be a point of 
the set M(f^,=-,+) satisfying u < T < t. such that 
^ k 9 9 
|9(Tg) - 9 (Uq) I < ' *1 . Then 
1  )  -  9 ( " q )  
q=l 
^ I k(ti )-s(vl 
q=l ^ 
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z 
q=l 
|gCq) I > 8 w 1 
k 
Let 
Â = {a = t < t < t- < ... < t- = b} 
o 1 2 n 
be the partition of [a,b] consisting of the points of 
the partition A and the real numbers ..., . For 
each integer q = 1,2,...,4, let "q and TI be 
points of the set #2([^q'^i ]) that 
and 
) - g(\)] ^  0-
q q 
For each integer, j = 1,2,...,n with the property that 
there is a positive integer q not exceeding i such that 
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t. - = T and t. = t. , let Q". . and C'l be the ]-l q ] iq ],1 ],2 
points T) _ and n respectively, of the set 
q,j. Qj ^ 
^,tj]). For each integer j = 1,2,...,n not of the 
type considered in the preceding sentence, let C" i be 
3 i  
ciny particular point of the set i|r2 ( t^] ), and let 
c; , = c; n. Then 
n 
j=l 
j=l 
J L  
= ! I ^1<V • ' ^3(^1 ) 
q=l 9 
[g(t.^)-g(T^)]| 
I  
Z hl^V * "^2^\,1^^ *^3(^1 ) 
q=l ^ 
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[g(ti ) -g(T )] 
q 
^ )-9("q)| > 16 ' = ' "i • 
q=l 9 k J 
Thus we reach a contradiction of the existence of the 
refinement integral 
a 
Hence the Riemann-Stieltjes norm integral 
i ^ 2^ 
a 
does exist. 
(h) Suppose 
J f^(t)dg(t) 
a 
does not exist. 
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Proceeding as in part (a), we have that at least one 
of the two real numbers ii*^(M(f^)), vi*^(M(fj^)) is 
positive. For the sake of argument, suppose that 
li**(M(ft)) > 0. The case where U**(M(f")) > 0 maybe g* J. g* J. 
treated similarly. There is a positive integer k such 
that y*. (MCf^ ,3,+) ) is a positive real number which we 
9 Ik 
denote by T|^ . Let 
k 
Ao = {* = Vo < < ^2,o < ••• < \,o = 4 
be a partition of [a,b] such that 
n 
o 
1  - 9 ' V l . o ' l  >  ^ 9  
4=1 
- 4 ^1 
k 
If 
A = {a = t^ < t^ < t^ < ... < t^ = b} 
is any partition of [a,b] which is a refinement of 
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and if i^,i^, ..i^j are any distinct positive integers not 
exceeding n, then 
I |g(ti ) -sK _i)| > I ) -9*(ti _i)] - i it • 
q=l ^ ' q=l ^ C 
Let 
A = {a = t^ < t^ < t2 < ... < t^ = b} 
be a partition of [a,b] which is a refinement of A^. Let 
{il < ±2 < ... < ijj} 
be the collection consisting of all positive integers i 
not exceeding n such that the open interval (t^_i,t^) 
contains at least one point of the set M(f,,"=•,+). For 
k 
each integer q = 1,2,let 
u = g.i.b.[M(f^,|,+) n (t, _i,t. )]. 
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For each integer i = 1,2,...,n, let t^ and tV be real 
numbers satisfying tj^ < t^_^ < tV such that 
[g* (tV) - g* (t^) ] < ^  "n^ . For each integer 
ic 
Q = 1,2,....4, let t' and t" be real numbers satis-
^ ' q q 
fying t^ < < t^ such that [g* (tj^) -g*(t^)]< ^  . 
k 
Now 
M(fi,i +) c [ U (u t )] U [ U (t•. tp] U [ U (t•,t.)]. 
^ q=l ^ q 1=1 q=l ^ ^ 
Thus 
I n 
it 1 I  )-5*("g)]+ I  tg*(tv) -g*(tj^)] + 
k q=i ^ 
I JL 
Ï  - 9 * ( v ]  2  4  •  
q=i q=i ^ k 
Therefore 
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I [9*(t. )-g*(0] > |ii • 
q=l 
The partition of [a,b] consisting of all of the points of 
the partition A and the points ^ 
refinement of A . Thus 
o 
Z pK ) - 9 W > Ï ) -9*("q)] - 4 \ • 
q=l q=l 
Hence 
1 |9(ti )-s("a)I > 4 4 
9=1 " k 
Let M be a positive real number such that |f^(t) | ë N, 
[fgft)I ë M, |f^(t)I g M for all points t of [a,b]. 
For each integer q = 1,2,..,,4, let be a real number 
satisfying u^ < v^ < t^ such that 
|g(t) -g(Ug) \ < 'ij ' \ 
k 
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holds for all real nxambers t satisfying u < t < v and 
also such that 
lg(t") -g(t') I < —^ * ^1 * X 
64M k 
holds for every two real niambers t', t" satisfying 
< t',t" < v^. If we have for each integer 
q = 1,2,...,4 that is any point of the open interval 
(u ,v ) of the real t-axis, then 
q q 
I jg(ti ) - 9(C J I Z X ) - 9("q) I - Ï 
q=l q=l ^ q=l 
g(Cq) - 9 (Ug) 
1 + 1 + 1 + 
> 4 =8 'Il .  
For each positive integer q not exceeding jî, let 
n and C he points of the open interval (u ,v ) of q q q 
the real t-axis such that and such that 
|f^(Cg) - f 1 (Tig) I - ^  q = 1,2, let 
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^ 2 
that jfgft ) - f2 (t ) I < —_^2 b ^1 • sach positive 
^ ^ 64iâl V g — 
a k 
integer q not exceeding &, let 
a, = t^V -9<V' ^^1<V^2<V«3(\) 
[g(t. )-9(Cq)]-fi(V^2'V^3^i )K^i )-9(lq)]-
q q q 
For each positive integer q not exceeding JL, let 
be or {11^} according as d^ is nonnegative or 
negative, and let Q be {TI } or { T) according as q q q q 
is nonnegative or negative. Let 
r 1 
Al = A U l^y/qj 
and 
= A ] 
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Let 
= {* = <^0,1 < ti,i < t;,! < ... < = b} 
and 
A; = f = <=0.2 < ti,2 < *^2,2 < ••• < \,2 = ^}-
For each positive integer i not exceeding n^, let 
w. - be a real niairiber satisfying t. , . < w. <t. ^ 
for v^ich the following statements hold; 
(i) if there is a positive integer q not exceeding 
Jl such that t, T T = Ti and t. _ = C ^ let 1-1,1 q 1,1 g 
= V 
(ii) if there is a positive integer q not exceeding 
£ such that t. - - = C and t. ^ = t. , let 
1-1,1 ^q x,l 
= V 
(iii) if there is a positive integer q not exceeding 
£ such that t. - , = Ti and t. _ = t. , let 1-1,1 'q 1,1 1^' 
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(iv) if i is not as in one of the above three cases, 
let ^ be any particular point of 
For each positive integer j not exceeding n,, let w. _ 
z .  3, z 
be a real nimber satisfying t. _ _ < w. _ < t. _ for 
which the following statements hold; 
(i) if there is a positive integer q not exceeding 
I such that t. - 9 = Ti and t. _ = C , let 
''j,2 = V 
(ii) if there is a positive integer q not exceeding 
i such that t. - 9 = and t. _ = t. , let 
"^3.2 = V 
(iii) if there is a positive integer q not exceeding 
JL such that t. . ~ = r| and t. _ = t. , let ]-l,2 'q 3,2 1^' 
"^3,2 = V 
(iv) if j is not as in one of the above three cases, 
and if i is the positive integer not exceeding 
"l that 2 1 and tx , = 
let 
Now 
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n. 
I Z [9(^1 i) -9(t^_i^i)l 
i=l 
n. 
j=l 
= I 
q=l 
q=l q q 
[^2(Vf3(\)-^2(y^3(:q)][9((q) " 9 <V ^ " ^1 <1q'«3(0 
[^2(V-^2<V'[9(^i )-9(V]| 
1 + 
8 ^ 1 
k a k 
• '^9 = è • I • - M • t • "I • M • I • 4 
k k k 
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Thus we reach a contradiction of the existence of the 
refinement integral 
Therefore the Riemann-Stieltj es norm integral 
J 
exists. 
(c) Proceeding as in part (b), we can show that 
J 
also exists. 
(d) Since D c D U D and D _ c D 
12 1 2 12 3 1 
U U , and since ) = 0 = 
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it follows that _ ) = 0 and |i**(D _ ) = 0, 
g*\ f^fg/ g*^ ^2^3^ 
Therefore the Riaaaann-Stieltjes norm integrals 
J ^1^2*^^' J ^ 1^2 ^3^^ 
exist. We have from Theorem 2.3 that 
[F, (\lr^,t2^1'3)]J ^ 1^2^3^^ J ^1.^2^3^9' Q.E.D. 
We now continue the above discussion of arc length on 
the Riemann sphere. Again let S be the Riemann sphere 
3 in E consisting of all ordered triples (u^^ug/u?) of 
real numbers such that 
2 2 . 1, ,1,2 
+ *2 + '"3 - I' = 'I' • 
Let 
the 
J again be the function with demain S and with rsmge 
entire extended complex plane such that 
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*1 + i *2 
= 1- U3 
e s - C (0,0,1)} 
?(U^,U2,U2) = «>. 
Theorem 2.5. Let ^ be a complex-valued function of 
bounded variation on the closed interval [a,b] of the 
real t-axis. Let V be the function with domain [a,b] 
-» -1 •? 
and with range on S such that v (t) = 3" (q)(t)) for all 
t in [a,b] . Let (j)^ and (ji^ be a complex-valued saltus 
function on [a,b] and a continuous complex-valued 
function of bounded variation on [3.,b], rsspsctivsly, 
such that <^(t) = $g(t) + ^ ^(t) for all t in [a,b] , 
Let X be the nondecreasing arc length function for 
on [a,b] such that 
X (t) = V^(j> for a < t ^ b 
= 0 for t = a. 
and let a be the nondecreasing arc length function for v 
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on [a,b] such that 
a (t) = V^V for a < t ^  b 
= 0 for t = a. 
Let Xg be the nondecreasing arc length function for (j)^ 
on [a,b] such that 
Xg(t) = for a < t ^  b 
= 0 for t = a, 
be the nondecreasing arc length function for 
r a *K 1 'hVïa'h 
t"* 
X (t) = V d) for a < t ^  b 
c a^c 
= 0 for t = a. 
The function X^ is a monotone nondecreasing real-valued 
saltus function on [a,b], the function X^ is a con­
tinuous monotone nondecreasing real-valued function on 
[a,b], and 
and let 
0 on 
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X(t) = X^(t) + X^(t) 
s c 
for all t in [a,b]. The function such that 
a^Ct) = (m,J ,2,1/2 • |5(,;,2jl/2 
exists and is a monotone nondecreasing real-valued saltus 
function on [a,b], the function such that 
CT C (t)=J = — dX__(u) 
a [1+ WW I 1 
exists and is a continuous monotone nondecreasing real-
valued function on [a,b], and 
c(t) = cr^(t) + o^ft) 
for all t in [a,b]. Furthermore, if and are 
functions with domain [a,l>] and with ranges on S such 
—* 
that V is a saltus function, such that v is con-
s ' c 
tinuous and of bounded variation, and such that 
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V(t) = V (t) + V (t) 
S c 
for ail t in [a,b], then 
for a < t ^  b. 
Proof; (a) First we observe that 
[X(t^) -X(t)] = |(|)(t^) -Cj)(t) I for ail t in [a,b) and 
that [X(t) - X (t") ] = |<j>(t) - c}i(t ) I for ail t in (a,b] 
Next we note that 
Cpg(t) = cj)g(a) + 2, [QVu"*") - Ç(u) j 
U€[a,t) 
+ Y (u) -  ^  (u ) ]  
ue (a,t] 
for ail t in [a,b] . Also we observe that 
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Xg(t) = ^ -^(u) I 
ue[a,t) 
+ ^ |^(u) - ^ (u") I 
U€(a , t ]  
for all t in [a,b] . We conclude that is a monotone 
nondecreasing real-valued saltus function on [a,b] and 
that \ is a continuous monotone nondecreasing real-
c 
valued function on [a,b]. 
(b) We now prove that X (t) = X^ft) + X^(t) for any-
given t in (a,b]. 
L e t  { ^ m - 1  ^  s e q u e n c e  o f  c o m p l e x - v a l u e d  s i m p l e  
steD functions on [a,b] such that ^ 0 as 
s. s ^s 
m -» 00. For each positive integer m, let be the 
complex-valued function with domain [a.b] such that 
(u) = 5^"^^ (u) + 5_(u) 
• s v; 
for all u in [a,b]. 
Let m be any given positive integer. Let 
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= {* = to rn < < ... < = *:} 
be a partition of [a,t] such that <Jg ^ is constant on 
each open interval (t. . ,t. ),(j = 1,2,—,n ) . If j 
 ^^ In In 
is one of the integers 1,2,...,n^ and if t' and t" 
are any two real numbers satisfying 
f then 
3""' - é'®' + à 1 
= l(v!" 5""' + vr;5<-"' + 
+ w'"' 1} 
- K; , + <:5C + <:'%} 
3-1,m 
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vr 
V'"*""' - 15"°' - 5"°' (S,m' 
t. 
+ 3 + V. -> 0 as t' -» tt T 
m 
and 
^ " ^j,m' 
Hence 
:(m) . 3'""' 
t. , ^ t. _ ^s 3-l,ni 
* 'v:> 
for j = 1,2,...,n^. xhus 
a^ a^s a^c 
For each positive integer m. 
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+•-• r 4-^ 4--* -I 
V 3 - jv d + V 6 
L a^s a/c_ 
Hence 
- v'i'"» + 1 
a^ a^ L a^s a/cJ 
- + ^ a^ c] I 
1 v'5 - v:e' <5s 
= 2 • v' (5 - 3 ) - 0 as m -» 00, 
4-^ 
V ô = V é + V 6 a 1 a ' c a ', a^s a c 
Therefore 
X(t) = Xg(t) + X^(t) . 
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(c) It is shown in [11] that for each t in (a,b] 
the integral 
1 1 
^ 2 1/2 ' 2 1/2 
i [1+ I4(u) I [1+ rr^ 
exists and equals a(t), It follows from Theorem 2.1 and 
Theorem 2.2 that the function a such that S 
= (I^)J ^ ,2,1/2 • ,5'^, ,2,1/2 
exists and is a monotone nondecreasing real-valued saltus 
function on [a,b] . In view of Theorem 2.4, for each t 
in (a,b] the Riemann-Stieltjes norm integral 
r =—r  
1  ti+  I4 ( * ) I  1  
exists and equals 
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Let CT be the monotone nondecreasing real-valued function 
c 
with domain [a,b] such that 
1 
a (t) = =r dX (u) 
i [1+ i4(u)|:] = 
for all t in [a,b] . This function is continuous 
on [a,b]. Moreover, 
a(t) = Og(t) + 
for all t in [a,b] . 
(d) Now let and be functions with domain 
[a.b] and with ranges on S such that is a sal tus 
function, such that v is continuous and of bounded 
c 
variation on [a,b], and such that 
v(t) = v_(t) + v_(t) 
for all t in [a,b] . Let CT* be the nondecreasing arc 
length function for on [a,b] such that 
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CT* (t) = for a < t ^  b 
= 0 for t = a, 
and let cr* be the nondecreasing arc length function for 
on [a,b3 such that 
a* (t) = V^V for a < t < b 
c a c 
= 0 for t = a. 
Using the procedure in parts (a) and (b) of this proof, we 
can show that a* is a monotone nondecreasing real-valued 
saltus function on [a,b], that cr^ is a continuous 
monotone nondecreasing real-valued function on [a,b], and 
that 
a( t )  = a*( t )  + G*(t)  
for all t in [a,b]. Since a*(a) = 0 = (a), it 
follows that a*(t) = o^ft) for all t in [a,b] . Hence 
also G*(t) = o^(t) for all t in [a,b3 . 
This completes our proof of Theorem 2.5 Q.E.D. 
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III. (LIR)-INTEGRALS AND A GRONWALL INEQUALITY 
We begin by defining the integral to be studied in 
this chapter. 
Definition 3.1. Let f^jfgffgjg/hjk be real-valued 
functions on a closed interval [a,b] of the real x-axis. 
For a partition 
of [a_,b], choose a point of the open interval 
A = {a = < Xg < ...<Xj^=b} 
(Xi ^,x^) for each integer i = 1,2 and form the 
sum 
n 
i=l 
+ fgfC.irhfx^) -h(Xj,_^) ] + fgCx^itktx^) -k(x^_^)} 
When the refinement limit 
lim 8(A;C 
A,3 
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exists and is finite, we denote this limit by 
(3.1) (LIR)J (f^dg + f^dh +f^dk). 
a 
The weighted refinement integral 
b 
[F, (w^^wg^w^)]]" fdg 
a 
is an interesting special case of (3.1) since 
[F, (w^,w2,w2)]j fdg 
a 
= 'x-IP-î j { (x) ] âg (x) + [w^f (x) J dg (x) + [w^f (x) ] dg (x) } . 
a 
Another interesting special case is 
(LR) (f dg + f_dk) 
« I X  V  
a 
for which in the next chapter we discuss a known Gronwall 
inequality involving a product refinement integral. 
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Next, we present four existence theorems for (3.1) 
without giving the proofs since the techniques used in 
these proofs are illustrated in Chapter 2. 
Theorem 3.1. if there is a point c of [a,b) such 
that h is not continuous from the right at c and such 
that fg does not have a finite right-hand lirait at c, 
then (3.1) does not exist. 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose f^ and are bounded on 
[a,b]. Suppose there is a point c of. [a,b) such that 
g(c ),h(c ),k(c ) exist and are finite, such that 
k(c^) ^  k(c), and such that f^ does not have a finite 
right-hand limit at c. Then (3.1) does not exist. 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose f^ is bounded on [a,b] and 
suppose h is continuous and of bounded variation on 
[a,b]. Suppose the ordinary Riemann-Stieltjes norm 
integral 
J «2®^ 
a 
does not exist. Then (3.1) does not exist. 
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Theorem 3.4. Suppose g is continuous and of bounded 
variation on [a,b], and suppose h and k are quasi-
continuous on [a,b] . Suppose f^ is bounded on [a,b], 
and suppose the ordinary Riemann-Stieltjes norm integral 
J ^ 9 
a 
does not exist. Then (3.1) does not exist. 
From Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, their analogues for left-
hsmd limits. Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, the analogue of Theorem 
3.4 for k, and Theorem 2.3 in [12], we have the following 
important result. 
'nViooT-om ^ ^n-riTioQo £^,£2^-3 sre bounded on la^bj-
and suppose g,h, and k are of bounded variation on 
[a,bj . Let g^jh^jk^ be saltus functions on [a,bj and 
g ,h ,k be continuous real-valued functions of bounded 
^c' c' c 
variation on [a.b] such that g = g + g,h=h +h, 
' ^ s c s c 
k = k^ + k^. Suppose the refinement integral (3.1) exists. 
Then the weighted refinement integrals 
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[F,(1,0,0)]J f^dg^ 
a 
[F, (0,1,0) ]J fgdhg 
a 
[F, (0,0,1) ]j fgdkg 
a 
exist. Moreover, the ordinary Riemann-Stieltjes norm 
integrals 
.b 
J 1 ^ 2%. I ^3"^= 
a a a 
exist. 
Now, we present a corollary of Theorem 3.5 that will 
be used in the proof of the next theorem which is the main 
result of this chapter. 
Corollary 3.1. Let f^,fgjfgfgfhjk be real-valued 
functions on [a,b] such that f^,f2,f2 are bounded on 
[a,b] and g,h,k are of bounded variation on [a,b]. 
Suppose (3.1) exists. Then the refinement integrals 
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r r r* (L) J  f^dg, (I)J  fgdh, (R) J  fgdk 
exist. 
Proof; Here we only prove that (L)J f^dg exists; 
a 
the existence of the other two integrals can be proved 
similarly. Let 
9 = 9s + 9c 
where g^ is a saltus function on [a,b] and g^ is a 
continuous real-valued function of bounded variation on 
[a,b] . By Theorem 3.5, we have that 
r" 
exist. Hence 
(L)J f^dg 
exists. Q.E.D. 
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The following theorem provides a Gronwall inequality 
for the refinement integral (3.1) and is a generalization 
of Theorem 2.1 in [13]. 
Theorem 3.6. Let g,h,k be real-valued functions of 
bounded variation on the closed interval [a,b] of the 
real axis. Let p be a bounded real-valued function on 
[a,b] such that p(x) 2. 0 for all x in [a,b], and 
let M = Jl .u .b. p (x) . Let e be a nonnegative real 
X€[a,b] 
number. Let S be the set of all bounded real-valued 
functions f on [a,b] such that f (x) ^  0 for all x 
in [a,b]J such that the integral 
^b 
(LIR)j [(pf)dgT (pfydh-i- (pf)dkj 
a 
exists, and such that 
r= 
f(x) 1 e -i- (LIR)j [(pf)dg-t- (p£)dh-r (pf)dk3 
a 
for all X in [a,b] . Suppose we have a partition 
A* = {a = X* <  X*  <  X*  < ... < = b} 
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of [a,b] and a positive real number c not exceeding 1 
such that for each integer i = 1,2,...,n*, we have that 
1 - M[h(x^) -h(x) +k (y) -k(x) ] ^  c 
for every ordered pair (x,y) of real numbers satisfying 
x^ 2 ^  X < y ^  X*. Then there is a nonnegative real 
nuinber K such that for each member f of the set S we 
have that 
f (x) ^  K e 
for all X in [a,b]. 
Proof; We assume M > 0; otherwise the result is 
trivial. Let 
A = (a = X < X, < x^ < ... < x~ = b} 
O X ^ XI 
be a partition of [a,b] such that for each integer 
i = 1,2,...,n we have that 
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[V^g+V^h+V^k] < ^  
for every two real numbers x,y satisfying 
X. , < X < y < X.. Let 1—X 1 
A = {a = x^ < Xj^ < x^ < ... < x^ = b} 
be the partition of [a,b] given by A = A* U A. Let I 
be the set of all positive integers i not exceeding n + 1 
with the property that there is a nonnegative real number 
such that for each member f of the set S, 
f (x) ^  K^e for every real number x satisfying 
a < X < , We have by hypothesis that i = 1 is in I, 
We now show that if i is a positive integer not exceeding 
n such that i is in I, then i +1 is also in I. 
So, let i be a positive integer not exceeding n 
such that i is in I. Let be a nonnegative real 
number such that for each member f of the set S, 
f(x) < K^€ for every real number x satisfying 
a < x < x^ ^. Let f be any given member of the set S. 
Let 
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B^(f) = i.u.b.{f(x) : < X < x^} . 
Consider first the case where at least one of the con­
ditions h (xT . ) i h (x. ), k (x? ) $ k(x. ^ ) holds. We 
1—1 ^ X—X 1—X X—X 
have from Corollary 3.1 that the refinement integrals 
.b .b b 
(L)J (pf)dg, (I)j (pf)dh, (R)J (pf)dk 
a a a 
exist. It follows from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in [12] that 
the right-hand limit (pf)(xT exists. Let x be any 
given real number satisfying x^ ^ < x < x_. For any real 
number u satisfying x_ ^ < u < x, we have that 
f(x) < e + (LIR)j [ (pf)dg + (pf)dh + (pf)dk3 
a 
+ (LIR)J [(pf)dg+ (pf)dh+ (pf)dk] 
=i=l 
+ (LIR) J  [ (pf)dg + (pf)dh + (pf)dk] . 
u 
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+ Letting ^ ^ in the preceding inequality, we obtain, 
in view of Corollary 3.1, Theorem 2.1 in [12] and its 
analogue for left-hand limits. Theorem 2.2 in [12] and its 
analogue for left-hand limits, and Theorem 2.3 in [12], the 
inequality 
+ (pf) (xT_^) [h(x^_^) -h(x^_^)] 
+ (pf)(x+_i)[k(x+_i) -k(x__^)]} 
We note that 
p(x__^) f (x\_^) [g(x^_^) - g ] 
1  1 9 -  9 I •  
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Since the partition A is a refinement of the partition 
A*, we have that 
1 - M[h(xt ) -h(x ) +k(x| ) -k(x )] ^  c, 
i—X X—J. X—X X—X 
so that 
[h(x^_^) -h(x^_j^) +k(x^_j^) -k(x^_j^)3 < ^ 
Thus 
(pf) [h(x*_^) -h(x^_^)] 
+ (pf) (xT_^) [k(xr_^) -k(x^_j^)] 
< (pf) (x^_j^) • ^ <MB^(f) • ' 
= B^(f) • (1-c) . 
Since the partition A is a refinement of the partition 
we have that 
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*i-l *i-l *i-l 
It then follows that 
f{x) < € + MK.e • fv + V + 
X \ 3. 9. a / 
+ MK^e !5(xT__^) - ! + B^(f) (1 - c) 
For simplicity, let 
(1) K* = 1 I-ÎK. ' (v "-"^g + V ""'Hi + V/"V. 1  i \ a  a  a  /  
+ MK^|g(x^_^) -g(x^_^) j. 
Then 
(2 )  f (X) < K|e + B^(f) (l-|c) 
Next we observe that 
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(3) B^(f) < K*e +B^(f) . (l-|c) . 
From the inequalities (2) and (3) it follows that 
f(x) ^  K?€ + [K?€+B^(f) • (1-^c)] • (1-^c) 
or 
(4) f (x) < K? • [1 + (1 -|-c) ] . € + B^(f) • (1 -^c)^ 
Using the inequalities (4) and (3), we obtain 
f(x) < Kf ' [1 (1 - ] •£ + [K^£-f-B^(£) • (l-4c)] 
or 
(5) f(x) < K* . [1+ (l-fc) + (l-|-c)^] . € + B. (f) 
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Continuing in the manner described in the preceding 
sentence, we have for eveiry positive integer n that 
(6) f(x) ^  K* . [1+ (1-f c) + {l-|c)^ 
+ (1 ^ + ... + (1 -|-c)^ .6 
+ B^(f) • (l-|c) 
Letting n -• » in the inequality (6), we obtain 
f (x) < KJ • . 
Let 
K: = K. + K* • 
X 1 1 3c 
Note that does not depend on the particular member f 
of the set S being considered here. We have that 
f (y) 1 K^€ 
for every real number y satisfying a < y < x^. 
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Consider next the case where h(xT ,) = h(x, .) and 1—i. 1—X 
k(xt _ ) = k(x. .). Let X be any given real number satis-
i—1 1—X 
fying x^ ^ < x < x\. For any real number u satisfying 
x^ ^ < u < X, we have that 
f(x) ^  € + (LIR)J [(pf)dg+ (pf)dh+ (pf)dk] 
a 
+ (LIR)J [ (pf)dg + {pf)dh + (pf)dk] 
=i-l 
+ (LIR)J [ (pf)dg + (pf)dh + (pf)dk] . 
u 
Letting u -• x? ^  in the preceding inequality, we obtain 
the inequality 
/ *i-l ^i-l ^i-1 \ 
f (X)  < € + MK^e • g + J 
+ p(x^_^)f (x^_^) [g(x^_3^) -g(x._^)] 
+ MB. (f) • fv g+V , h + V ^ 3c) 
^ X X X i-1 i-1 i-1 
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For simplicity, again let Kf be the positive real number 
given by (1) . Then 
f (x) < K*e + B^(f) • ^  . 
Proceeding as indicated in the preceding paragraph, we can 
show that 
(81 f(x) < K* .-i-. 6 
1-Ï 
We observe that 
1 ^  
, c ^ 3c • 
1"4 
So, again let be the positive real number given by (7) 
Note that does not depend on the particular member f 
of the set S being considered here. We again have that 
f(y) IK'e 
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for every real number y satisfying a < y < x^. 
Let 2 be any real number satisfying a < z < x^. We 
have that 
f(x^) + (LIR)J [ (pf)dg + (pf)dh + (pf)d3c] 
a 
X.  
+ (LIR) J [ (pf ) dg + (pf ) dh + (pf ) dk] 
Thus 
(9) f(x.) < e + MK!e • (v^g + v^h + vfk) X 1 \ & & a / 
X.  
1 
+ (LIR) J [ (pf)dg + (pf)dh + {pf)dk] 
For the case where at least one of the conditions 
g(x~) J g(x^), h(xT) $ h(x^) holds, we obtain on letting 
w -» x^ in (9) the inequality 
X.  X .  X .  
f(x.) < € + MKle • (v ^ g+V ^ h + 
^ 1 —  X  \  a  a  a  /  
+ { (pf) (x_) [g(x^) -g(xT)] + (pf) (x_) [h(x^) 
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- h(x~)] + p(x^)f (x^) [k(x^) -k(x^)l3. 
For the case where g(x^) = g(x^) and h(x^) = h(x^), 
obtain on letting w -• x^ in (9) the inequality 
X.  X .  X .  
f (x.) <6 + MKle • (v^^g + vj-hf V He) 
1 1 \ a a ci / 
+ p (x. ) f (x ) [k (x. ) - k (x J ] . 1 X J. JL 
It then follows that 
X.  
(10) f(x.) < € + MK.'e • (v^^g + vJ^h + vJSc) 1 1 \ & â à / 
+ MK££ • { ig(x^) -g(xT) i -r Ih(x^) ~h{x^)} 
+ p(x^)f (x^) [k(x^) -k(x^)]. 
For simplicity, let 
X.  X .  
(11) K. = 1 + MK: . (V ^ g+V ^ h + V \) 1  x \ a  a  a  /  
+ MK| • { |g(x_) -g(xT) I + |h(x_) -h(xT) |}. 
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From the inequality (10) we then obtain 
(12) {1-p(x^) tk(x^) -k(x^)]} . f(x\) 1K^€. 
Since the partition A is a refinement of the partition A*, 
we have that 
1 - M[k(x^) -k(x^)] ^  c. 
It follows that 
1 - p(x^) [k(x^) -k(x~)] 2 c 
It follows from the inequality (12) that 
Ki 
f (Xi) 1 — e. 
Let 
(13) «1+1 = 
Note that does not depend on the particular member 
f of the set S being considered here. We have that 
f (W) 1 
for every real number w satisfying a ^  w ^  x^. Therefore 
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the positive integer i + 1 is in the set I. 
We conclude that every positive integer i not 
exceeding n +1 is in I. Hence there is a nonnegative 
real number K such that for each member f of the set S, 
f (x) ^  Ke for every real number x satisfying 
a ^  X < b. Q.E.D. 
We also have in a similar manner the next theorem 
which provides a Gronwall inequality for (3.1). 
Theorem 3.7. Let g,h,k be monotone nondecreasing 
real-valued functions on the closed interval [a,b] of the 
real axis. Let e be a real number. Let S be the set 
of all bounded real-valued functions f on [a,b] such 
that the integral 
b 
a 
exists and such that 
X 
f(x) ^ 6 + (fdg + fdh + fdk) 
a 
for all X in [a,b]. Suppose we have a partition 
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A * = { a  =  x J < x * < x * <  . . . <  x * ^  =  b }  
of [a,b] and a positive real number c not exceeding 1 
such that for each integer i = 1,2,...,n*, we have that 
1 - [h(x*) -h(x) +k(y) -k(x)] ^  c 
for every ordered pair (x,y) of real numbers satisfying 
X *  ,  < x < Y < x * .  T h e n  t h e r e  i s  a  n o n n e g a t i v e  r e a l  n u m b e r  
1-1 — 1 
K such th^t for each member f of the set S, we have 
that 
f  (X)  <  K € 
for all X i n  [a,b]. 
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IV. PRODUCT INTEGRALS AND A 
GRONWALL INEQUALITY 
Let [a,b] be a given closed interval of the real 
axis. Let G be a real-valued function defined on the set 
of all ordered pairs (x,y) of real numbers satisfying 
^ ^  3: < y ^  b. First we introduce the refinement integral 
b 
G and the product refinement integral n G. 
J & 
a 
Definition 4.1. Suppose there is a real number L 
with the property that for any given positive real number 
€ there is a corresponding partition of [a,b] such 
that for any partition 
A = {a = < X2 < ... < x^ = b} 
of [a,b3 vAiich is a refinement of we have that 
n 
I G(X._i,Xi) - L < £ 
i=l 
We call L the refinement integral of G over [a,b] and 
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b 
denote it by J G. For each x in [a,b], we define 
X a 
J G = 0. 
X 
Definition 4.2. Suppose there is a real number P 
with the property that for any given positive real number 
e there is a corresponding partition of [a,b] such 
that for any partition 
A = (a = x^ < x^ < Xg < ... < x^ = b} 
of [a,b] which is a refinement of we have that 
1 ^ 1 
I  1 1  G (x  .  J  X )  -  f  { <  €  -
l i=l ^ I 
We call P the product refinement integral of G over 
[a,b] and denote it by G. For each x in [a,b], 
we define II"G = 1. 
X 
The following idea is related to the refinement 
integral j G. 
a 
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Definition 4.3. We say that G is of class 0A° on 
the interval [a,b] when: 
b (i) the integral J G exists; 
a 
(ii) for any given positive real number e  there is a 
corresponding partition of [a,b] such that 
for any partition 
A  =  { a  =  X < X _ < x_ < ... < X = b }  
o 1 z n 
of [a,b] which is a refinement of A^ we have 
that 
n 
y G(x._,,x.)-r G 
i=ii 
< € . 
The next idea is related in a similar manner to the 
product refinement integral (1 +G) . 
Definition 4.4. We say that G is of class OM® on 
the interval [a,b] when: 
(i) the product integral ^n^(l + G) exists for 
a ^  X < y < b; 
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(ii) for any given positive real number e there is a 
corresponding partition of [a,b] such that 
for any partition 
A = {a = < ... < x^ = b} 
of [a,b] which is a refinement of A^ we have 
that 
n 
I 
i=l 
X.  
[i + G(x T,x.)3 - n ^(1 + G) 
l-J. X Xi_l 
< € 
We now introduce a notion related to quasicontinuity. 
Definition 4.5. We say that G is of class OL on 
the interval [a,b] when: 
(i) lim G(p,y) and lim G(x,y) exist and are 
y-p+ x,y-p+ 
finite for a < p < b; 
(ii) lim G(x,q) and lim G(x,y) exist and are 
x^q~ x,y-^" 
finite for a < q ^  b. 
The final definition here is related to bounded 
variation. 
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Definition 4.6. We say that G is of class OB® on 
the interval [a,b] when there is a partition A* of 
[a,b] and a nonnegative real number M* such that 
n 
I 
i=l 
G(x^__^,x^) ^ M* 
for every partition 
A = {a = Xg < < Xg < ... < x^ = b} 
of [a,b] which is a refinement of A*. 
The following important theorem concerning the above 
definitions is presented here without proof. 
Theorem 4.1. If G is of classes 0A° and 0B° on 
[a,b], and if g(x)= j G for all x in [a,b], then the 
a 
following statements hold: 
(i) g is of bounded variation on [a,b]; 
(ii) the refinement integral jcj exists; 
a 
(iii) for each closed subinterval [x',x"] of [a,b]. 
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x' 
(iv) for any closed subinterval [x',x"] of [a,b], 
the product refinement integral 
x,n*"(l + G) 
exists if and only if the product refinement 
integral 
2^n="(l + dg) 
exists, and in this case these two integrals are 
equal: 
(v) G is of class 0M° on [a,b] if and only if 
dg is of class on [a,b]j 
(vi) G is of class 0L° on [a,b]. 
Suppose now that G is of class 0B° on [a,b] . We 
discuss three possible ways to define the total variation of 
G on closed subintervals of [a,b]. Let S be the set of 
all partitions A* of [a.,b] with the property that there 
exists a nonnegative real number M* such that 
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n 
i=l 
for every partition 
A = {a = Xg < < *2 < ... < = b} 
of [a,bj vmich is a refinement of à*. 
(i) When [x',x"] is a closed subinterval of [a,b] 
and A* is a partition of [a,b] which is a 
member of the set S, let M([x',x"],A*) be the 
smallest nonnegative real number such that 
n 
i 
^ |G(x__^,x^)j ^  M([x',x"],A*) 
i=l 
for every partition 
A =  {K '  =  <  X2  <  . . .  <  =  X"  }  
of [x',x"] which contains all of the points of 
A* on this interval. Then we may define the 
total variation of G on [x',x"] to be 
M(rx',x"],A*) . 
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(ii) When [x',x"] is a closed s\d3interval of [a,b], 
let 
T^,G = g.jS.b.{M( [x',x"] ,A*) : A* is a member of S} 
Then we may define the total variation of G on 
[x ', x" ] to be 1G. 
(iii) Suppose G is also of class 0A° on [a,b]. 
X 
Let g(x) = J G for all x in [a,b]. For each 
a 
closed subinterval [x',x"] of [a,b], we may 
define the total variation of G on [x\x"] to 
x" be V^.g. 
We have the following important result concerning the 
above possible definitions of the total variation of G 
on closed subintervals of [a,b]. 
Theorem 4.2. If G is of classes 0A° and OB® on 
x" 
x" r [a,b], then T^,G = J |G{ for each closed subinterval 
x' 
[x',x"] of [a,b]. 
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Proof; Let e be any given positive real number. 
r%" Since J |G| exists, there exists a partition of 
X* 
[x % x"] such that when 
A'  =  {X '  =  X/  <  x^  <  x^  <  . . .  <  x^ ,  =  X"}  
is a partition of [x',x"] which is a refinement of 
then 
X"  n '  X"  
J |G| - e 1 ^  |G(X^_^,XÎ_)| ^  J |G| + e. 
x' i=l x' 
Let A* be any particular member of S. Then 
A* U € S. Let 
A = {x '  =  Xg  <  x^  < Xg < . . .  <  x ^  =  X " }  
be a partition of [x\x"] which contains all of the points 
of A* U A on [x',x"]. Since A ^ A , then 
€ £ 
1  |G(x._^,x.) I  1  J  jGl +  6. 
i=l X' 
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This implies that 
X" 
M([x',x"],A* U A^) 1 J |g1 + e. 
x' 
Therefore 
Also 
.X-
J |Gj - e ^ M([x',x"],A* U A^) ^  M([x',x"],A*) 
x' 
It follows that 
X" 
r II G. J |G| - E 1 T*. 
x' 
J 1=1 
x' 
Therefore 
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!• X" J |G|=T^,G. Q.E.D. 
X 
In view of Theorems 4,1 and 4.2, we make the follow­
ing definition. 
Definition 4.6. Let G be of classes 0A° and 0B° 
on [a,b], and let g(x) = I G for all x in [a,b]. For 
a 
each closed subinterval [x',x"] of [a,b], the total 
variation of G on [x%x"] is defined to be the real 
X" 
x" r x" 
nvuriber V ,g = |G|, v^ich is then denoted by V ,G. 
X J X 
X* 
Next, we compare the existence of the product 
refinement integral u (l + G) to the convergence of an 
cL 
00 
infinite product n (1 + a.) of complex numbers. For the 
J 
product integral, let S be the collection of all par­
titions of [a,b], and let R be the transitive and 
compositive binary relation consisting of all ordered pairs 
(A',A) of members of S such that A' is a refinement 
of A. Let 3 be the real-valued function with domain S 
such that for each member 
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A = {a = < ... < x^ = b} 
of S we have that 
n 
3(A) = n [1 + G(x. ,x ) ] . 
i=l 
When the limit 
lim 3(A) 
A,R 
exists and is finite, this limit is the product refinement 
integral 
^n^(l + G) . 
in discussing the convergence of the infinite product, we 
first make the requirement that there is a nonnegative 
integer such that (l + a^) ^ 0 for all nonnegative 
integers j ^  D'- Then, let S* be the collection of all 
nonnegative integers, and let R* be the transitive and 
compositive binary relation consisting of all ordered pairs 
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(k',k) of members of S* such that k' > k. Let 3* be 
the complex-valued function with domain S* such that for 
each member k of S* we have that 
3*(k) = (1 + a^) (1 + aj^^) (l + aj^2) ••• + ^ j+k^ * 
When the limit 
lim 5* (k) 
k,R* 
exists and is a nonzero complex number A, we say that the 
infinite product 
00 
n (1 + a. ) 
j=o 
converges, and the value of this infinite product is 
(1 + a )(l + a)(l + a-) ... (1 + a~ . ) «A. 
o 1 / ]-! 
Next, we prove a theorem which provides a sufficiency 
test for G to be of class C»l° on [a,b] . 
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Theorem 4.3. Let a be a nonnegative real-valued 
function on the set of all ordered pairs (x,y) of real 
numbers satisfying a < x < y ^ b. Suppose there is a par 
tition Ù* of [a,b] and a nonnegative real number M 
such that for every partition 
of [a,b] which is a refinement of A* we have that 
n 
A — {a — K, Xj^ ^ Xg K. ... ^  x^ — b} 
i=l 
Suppose that 
[1 + a(x',x" ) ] [1 + a (x" ,x'") ] ^  [1 + a (x',x'") ] 
for every three real numbers x',x",x"' satisfying 
a ^  x' < X" < x'" < b. Suppose 
|G(x,y) I ^ a(x,y) 
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for every two real numbers x,y satisfying a ^  x < y ^  b. 
Finally suppose 
j[l + G(x',x")] [1 + G(x",x'")] - [1 + G(x',x")| 
< [1+ a(x',x") ] [1+a(x",x'") ] - [1 + a (x',x"') ] 
for every three real numbers x',x",x"' satisfying 
a ^  X' < x" < x'" ^ b. Then G is of class CfiML° on [a,b] . 
Proof; Part I. We show a e CM°. 
If 
6 = fa = x^ < X. < x. < — < x^ = b} 
and 
A ' = [a = x^^ < x^ < x^ < ... < x^, = b} 
are two partitions of [a,b] such that A' is a refinement 
of A, then 
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n' n 
n [l+a(x'. ,x!)] 2 n [l + a(x ,x )]. 
j=i 3-1 ] i=i 1-1 1 
For any partition 
A = {a = x^ < x^ < x^ < ... < x^ = b} 
of [a,b], let 
A U A* = {a = < x^ < x^ < — < x^, = b}. 
Then 
n n' n' a(x'_ ,x') 
n [l+a(x. ,x.)] ^  ïï [l+a(x' , ;X')] < ïï e 
i=l ^ j=l ^ ^ j=l 
n' 
= < e». 
Thus the product refinement integral 
n^(l + a) 
a 
Ill 
exists. Similarly, for any two real numbers x,y satis­
fying a ^  X < y ^  b we have that the product refinement 
integral (1 + a) exists. 
Let Ç be any given positive real number. Let 
be a partition of [a^b] such that for any partition 
A = [a = x^ < x^ < Xg < ... < x^ = b} 
of [a,b] which is a refinement of A^ we have that 
b n 
n (1+a) - n [1 + a (x._^,x^) ] < e. 
i=l 
Then 
"  X .  
Y { n ^(1+a) - [l+o(x__T,x^)]} 
i=l 
^ ^i-1 ^ ^ x^ 
< 2, { n [l + a(x. n ^(1 + a) - il-i-a(x^ 
i=l 3=1 ' 
n x^ . n n 
] n ^ n *11 +a)I = n ^ n (i+ a) - n [i+ a(x. .,x.)] 
Hi=±+1 "^-1 ^ i=l *i-l i=l ^ 
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= n^(l + a)- n [l + a(x. ,x.)] < e. 
a i=i 
Hence the function a is of class 0M° on [a,b] . 
Part II. We show that G e 0M° on [a,b] . 
For any partition 
A  =  { a  =  x ^ < x ^ < x 2 <  . . . < x ^ = b }  
of [a,b], let 
n 
P(A) = n [1+G(x__^,x^)] 
i=l 
and 
n 
0(A) = n [1+a(x^_^,x^)3 . 
i=l 
First let A' be a partition of [a,b] which is a refine­
ment of A such that A' = A U {c}, where 
X  - < c < X .  and 0 < i < n. Then 1 -1 1 o-^ 
o o 
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jP(A') - P(A)I 
io-l n 
n [i + G(x. T,x.)] . n [i + G(x. .,x.)] . 
i=l i=i +1 
o 
{[I + G(X. _^,C)][I+G(C,X. )] - [I + G(X. )]}j 
o o o o ' 
V: 
^ 11 [l+a(x. T,x. )] • u [l+a(x._T,x.)] • 
i=l ^ i=i +1 
o 
{[l + a(xi _^,c)][l+a(c,x. )] - [l+a(x, )]} 
o o o o 
— [Q(A') — 0(A) ]« 
Let A' next be any partition of [a,b] which is a 
refinement of A. Let S be the siibset of A' given by 
S = A' - A. Explicitly, let S = {c^^c^, .. .^c^} . Let 
A^ = A, A^ = A^ U {c^}, Ag = A^ U , ,,, — Aj_^ U {cy} 
Then 
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|P(A') -P{A) I = |P(Aj) -P(AQ) I 
= |P(A.) -P(A ) +P(A ) -P(A ,)+...+ P(Ai) -P(A^) I ] D-J. 3--L 1 o 
1 |P(Aj) -P(Aj_i) I + |P(Aj_^) -P(Aj_2) | + ...+ 1P(A^) -P(A^) | 
1 Q(Aj) -Q(Aj_i) +Q(Aj_iy-0(Aj_2) + ... +Q(A^) -Q(A^) 
= Q(Aj) - O(A^) 
= O(A') - Q(A) . 
Hence if A and A' are partitions of [a,b] such 
that A' is a refinement of A, then 
(4.1) |P(A') -P(A)| < O(A') - 0(A). 
From (4.1) we conclude that 
^n^(l + G) 
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exists and that 
n (l + G) - [1 + G(a,b)3 I ^ [^n^{l + a) - [l+a(a,b)]], 
Similarly, we have for a ^  x < y ^  b that 
n^(l + G) 
exists and that 
n^d + G) - [1 + G(x,y)] ^ [^11^(1+a) - [l + a(x,y)]J 
Let s be any given positive real number. Let 
be a partition of [a,b] such that 
n 
^ {^n ^(1+a) - [1+a(x^_^,x^) ] j- < a 
i=l i-1 
for every partition 
A = {a = x^ < x^ < x^ < ... < x^ = b} 
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of [a,b] which is a refinement of . Then for any 
partition 
Thus G is of class (3i® on [a,b] . Q.E.D. 
We now use Theorem 4.3 to prove the next result. 
Theorem 4.4. If g is a real-valued function of 
bounded variation on [a,b], then dg is of class CM" 
on [a,b]. 
proof: Let g* be the real-valued function with 
domain [a,b] such that 
A = f a = < x^ < < ... < x^ = b} 
of [a,b] which is a refinement of 
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g*(x) = V*g for a < x < b 
g* (a) = 0 . 
Then, dg* is a nonnegative real-valued function on the 
set of all ordered pairs (x,y) of real numbers satisfying 
a^x<y^b. We note that 
n 
Z dg* = ^9 
i=l 
for every partition 
A = { a = x  <  X  <  x _  <  . . .  <  X  =  b ]  
o 1 ^ n 
of [a,b] . We have that 
|dg(x,y) I ^ dg* (x,y) 
for every two real numbers x,y satisfying 
a ^  X < y ^  b. For any three real numbers x',x",x'" 
satisfying a ^ x' < x" < x'" ^ b. 
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[l + dg*(x',x")] [l + dg*(x",x'")] ^  [1 + dg* (x',x'") ] 
and 
|[l + dg(x',x")][l + dg(x",x")] - [l + dg(x',x")]| 
< [l + dg*(x',x")][l + dg*(x",x")] - [1 + dg* (x',x'") ] . 
It then follows from Theorem 4.3 that dg is of class 
0M° on [a,])] . Q.E.D. 
The next important result due to MacNerney [9] and 
Helton [5] is a consequence of Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.4. 
Theorem 4.5. If G is of classes 0A° and 0B° on 
[a,b3, then G is of class QM° on [a,b], 
Next we obtain and study some results for the case 
where the function G is of class 0L° on the interval 
[a,b]. For each positive real number e, let be the 
set of all p in [a,b) such that |g(p^,p"') - G(p,p^) | 2. 
and let be the set of all p in (a,b] such that 
|G(p~jp " " )  -G(p ,p) I ^ e. Helton [6] has shown that for 
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every positive real ntunber e the sets suid sure 
finite. We begin here with the following result concerning 
a closed subinterval of [a,b] containing no points of the 
set S* U S . 
€ e 
Lemma 4.1. When e is a positive real number amd 
[a,p] is a closed subinterval of [a,b] containing no 
points of the set U S^, then there exists a partition 
A = [a = < x^ < Xg < ... < x~ = p} 
of [o,p] such that for each integer i = 1,2,...,n we 
have that 
[G{x,y) - G(p,q) j < € 
for any four real numbers x,y,p,q satisfying 
*i-l i < y 1 and S P < 9 1 
Proof ; Let c^ = |G(a ,a ) -G(a,a ) |, and let 
d =  e  -  c . Let 6 be a positive real number not exceed 
o o o 
d 
ing P - a such that (G(x,y) -G(a ,a ) [ < min • 
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for all x,y satisfying a<x<y^a + Ô^ and such 
d 
that|G(a,q) -G(a,a ) j < min.{-^,|-} for all q satisfying 
a < q < a + 6^. Then, 
|G(x,y) -G(p,q)| < e 
Whenever x,y,p,q are real numbers satisfying 
a<x<y^a + 6^ and a<p<q<a + 6^, and 
|G(a,y) -G(a,q) j < € 
whenever y and q are real numbers satisfying 
a < y ^  a + and a < q < ci + ô^. whenever x^y are 
real numbers satisfying a<x<y^a + 6^ and q is a 
real number satisfying a<q<a+6^, then 
+ + d d 
G(a,q) I + |G(a ) -G(a,a*) | < = e. 
Therefore, jG(x,y) -G{p,q) J < e for every four real 
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numbers x,y,p,q satisfying a^x<y<a + 6^ and 
a^p< q^a + 6^. Let be the set of all real 
numbers t satisfying a < t ^  p such that 
|G(x,y) -G(p,q) I < € whenever a ^  x < y < t and 
c ^ P < ^ ^ t. Let x^ = a, and let x^ be the least 
upper bound of the set T^. 
Let = |g(3^,3^) - G(3^,x^) I, and let d^ = e - c^. 
Let x^ be a real number satisfying x^ < x^^ < x^ such 
— di 
that |G(x,y) -GfXgfXg) ( < min.{—, all x,y 
satisfying x^ < x < y < Xg and such that 
di |G(p,Xg) - G(x^,x^) I < min-C—,|-} for all p satisfying 
^ p < x^. We observe that x^ is in the set . 
Therefore |G(x,y) -G(p,q)| < € whenever 
^ X < y ^  x^ and x^ < p < q < x^. We have that 
|G(x,y) -G(p,q) | < e 
vAienever x,y,p,q are real numbers satisfying 
x^ < X < y < Xg and x^ < p < q < x^. Moreover 
)G(x,X2) - G(P,^2^ I < ^ 
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whenever x and p are real nxmbers satisfying 
^ X < and x^ ^  p < x^. Whenever x and y are 
real numbers satisfying x^ < x < y < x^ and p is a real 
number satisfying x^ ^  p < x^, then 
|G(x,y) -G(p,Xg) I ^ |G(x,y) -G(x^,x^) | 
+ !G(3^:Xg) -G(p,Xg) I + |G(S(^,%^) - G(x^,%^) I 
"=1 
< IT + IT + =1 = 
Therefore |G(x,y) -G(p,q) | < e whenever x,y,p,q are real 
numbers satisfying x^ ^  x < y < x^ and x^ < p < q ^  x^. 
Suppose x^ < p. As above, we can determine a positive 
real number 6^ not exceeding p - x^ such that 
|G(x,y) -G(p,q) | < e whenever Xg ^ ^ ^ ^  ^2 ^2 
Xg ^  p < q ^  x^ + ô^. Let be the set of all real 
numbers t satisfying x^ < t < p such that |G(x,y) -
G(p,q)| < € whenever x^ ^  x < y ^  t and x^ ^  p < q ^  t. 
Let x^ be the least upper bound of the set . Proceed­
ing as above, we ceoi determine a real number x^ satis­
fying x^ < x^ < x^ such that |G(x,y) -G(p,q) | < e for 
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every four real numbers x,y,p,q satisfying 
^ X < y ^  and x^ ^  p < q ^  x^. We note that also i 
|G(x,y) -G(p,q) i < € vAienever X2 ^  x < y ^  x^ and 
*2 ^  P < 9 1 
Suppose now that x^ < P, that x^ < p, and that we 
can proceed as indicated above to determine an infinite 
increasing sequence Cx.}?_ . Let v = lim x^. There 
X-KO 
exists a positive real number 6 not exceeding v - a such 
that |G(x,y) -G(v~,v~) ( < for every two real numbers 
x,y satisfying v-6<x<y<v. There exists a positive 
integer i such that v - 6 < x^ < v for all positive 
integers i > i. Let k be a positive integer such that 
2k > i. There exist real numbers x,y,p,q satisfying 
Xjj, i X < y i and 1 P < q 1 that 
|G(x,y) -G(p,q) I ^ e. However, since v-6<x<y<v 
and V-5<p<q<v, we have that 
|G(x,y) -G(p,q) | ^  |G(x,y) -G(V~,V ) | + (G(V ,V ) -
G (p, q) i < € . 
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Thus we reach a contradiction. 
We thus conclude that there exists a partition 
A = {a = x^ < x^ < X2 < ••• < = p} 
of [a,p] such that for each integer i = 1,2,3,...,n 
we have that 
|G(x,y) -G(p,q) I < e 
for any four real numbers x,y,p,q satisfying 
< X < y 1 and x^_^ 1 P < 9 1 Q.E.D. 
Next we use lemma 4.1 to establish the following basic 
property of the class 0L°. 
Lemma 4.2. When e is a positive real number, then 
there exists a partition 
A* = [a = X* < X* < X* < ...< X* = b} 
o J. z n* 
of [a,b] such that for each integer i = 1,2, ...,n* we 
have that 
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|G(x,y) - G(p,q) | < e 
for every four real numbers x,y,p,q satisfying 
x*_^ < X < y < X* and x*_^ < p < q < x*. 
Proof: Let 
6 = (a = Xg^ < x^^ < Xg < ... < x^ = b} 
be a partition of [a,b] containing all of the points of 
U S~. For each integer i = 1,2,...,n, let x^ be a 
real number satisfying x , < x! < x. such that 
1-1 X 1 
}G(x,y) -G(xT ^) ! < f- for every two real numbers 
x,y satisfying ^ < x < y < x^, and let xV be a real 
number satisfying xj^ < xV < x^ such that 
IG (x,y) -G(xT,xT) I < Y for every two real numbers x,y 
satisfying xV < x < y < x_. For i = 1,2,...,n, the 
closed subinterval [xj^,xV] of [a,b] contains no points of 
^ — 
S  U S .  F r o m  L e m m a  4 . 1  w e  h a v e  f o r  e a c h  i n t e g e r  
€ e 
i = 1,2,...,n that there exists a partition 
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\ = H = < *2.1 < ••• < \,i = =^1} 
of [x^,xV] such that for each integer j = 1,2,...,n_ 
we have that 
|G(x,y) -G(p,q) I  <  € 
for any four real numbers x,y,p,q satisfying 
y x^_l,i < X < y 1 Xj^i and < p < q < x^^^. Let 
A* = {a = X* < X* < X* < ...< x*^ = b} 
be the partition of [a,bj given by 
n ^  
A* = A U U A. I 
^i=l 
For each integer i = 1,2,...,n*, we have that 
|G(x,y) - G(p,q) I < e 
for every four real numbers x,y,p,q satisfying 
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X* , < X < y < X* and x* . < p < q < x*. Q.E.D. 1—X 1 1—X 1 
Next we use Lemma 4.1 to prove another important 
property of the class 0L°. 
Lemma 4.3. We have a nonnegative real number M and 
a partition 
Â = [a = x^ < x^ < X2 < ... < X- = b} 
of [a,b] such that for each integer i = 1,2,...,n we 
have that |G{x,y)| < M for any two real numbers x,y 
satisfying x^ ^ < x < y < x^. 
Proof: Let ç be any particular positive real number. 
Let 
A = {a = x^ < x^ < X2 < ... < x^ = b} 
be a partition of [a,b] containing all of the points of 
s"^ u s". 
€ e 
Let i be any particular positive integer not exceed­
ing n. Let x^ be a real number satisfying 
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< xj < such that |G(x,y) -G(xt_^,xT_^) | < g for 
every two real numbers x,y satisfying x^_^ < x < y ^  x| 
and such that |G(x_ ^,y) -G(x^_^,x^_^) j < e for every 
real number y satisfying x^ ^ < Y ^  Let 
= max,{ | + e, |G(*i_l'*i_l) I  +  s ) '  Then 
we have |G(x,y) | ^  for every two real numbers x,y 
satisfying x^_^ < x < y ^  x^. Next let xV be a real 
number satisfying x^ < xV < x^ such that 
|G(x,y) -G(x^,x^) I < € for every two real numbers x,y 
satisfying xV < x < y < x^ and such that 
|G(X,X^) -G(x^,x^) I < e for every real numbers x satis­
fying xV ^ X < x^. Let MV = max.{ |G(x^,x_) | + e, 
lGfx..x.) I + el. Then we have that lG(x,y) 1 < M'.' for 
every two real numbers x,y satisfying xV ^ x < y < x^. 
We know that the closed subinteirval [xj,xV] of [a,b] 
X X 
contains no points of the set S US. From Lemma 4.1 we 
€ e 
have that there exists a partition 
\ = H = ^ o,i < < ^2,i < ••• < \,i = =ï} 
of [x^jXV] such that for each integer j = 1,2,...,n^ 
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we have that 
|G(x,y) -G(p,q) | < e 
for any four real numbers x,y,p,q satisfying 
i * < y i i p < s =y.i-
each integer j = 1,2,...,n., let p. . and q. . be any 
particular real numbers satisfying 
i Pi,i < 9],! i *i.i' and let 
M'f . = IG (p . ., q. . ) I + e . For each integer ] ) 1 DjI 3 J1 
j = l,2,...,n., we have that jG(x,y) j ^ M'f . for every 
1 3 
two real numbers x,y satisfying x. , . < x < y < x. .. 
3-1,1 - ^ 3,1 
Let be the largest of the positive real numbers 
,/// 
Let A be the partition of [a,b] given by 
n 
Â = A U [ U A . 
^i=l --
Let 
Â = {a = X  <  X  <  X  <  . . .  <  X -  = b}. 
o 1 z n 
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Let M be the largest of the positive real nvimbers 
^l'^2'"'each integer i = l,2,...,n, we have 
that |G(x,y) | for every two real numbers x,y satis-
An interesting special case for Lemma 4.3 is v^en g 
is a quasicontinuous real-valued function on [a,b] and 
G(x,y) = g(y) - g(x) for a < x < y ^  b. 
Theorem 4.6. Let [a,b] be a closed interval of the 
real axis, let G be a real-valued function on the set 
of all ordered pairs (x,y) of real numbers satisfying 
a ^  X < y ^  b such that G is of class 0L° on [a,b], 
and let H be a real-valued function on the set of all 
ordered pairs (x,y) of real numbers satisfying 
a < X < y ^  b such that H is of class 0A° on [a,b] . 
Let h be the real-valued function on [a,b] such that 
h (x) = I H for all x in [a,b] . Then, for any two 
real numbers x,y satisfying a < x < y ^  b, the integral 
fying x^_^ < x < y < x^. Q.E.D 
exists if and only if the integral exists. 
X X 
and in this case these two integrals are equal. 
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Proof: In view of Lemma 4.3, we have a nonnegative 
real number M and a partition 
Â = (a = < ... < X- = b} 
of [a,b] such that for each integer i = l,2,...,n we 
have that |G(x,y) j ^ M for any two real numbers x,y 
satisfying x^ < x < y ^  Let s be any given 
positive real number. Let be a partition of [a,b] 
containing all of the points of à such that when 
A = {a = X < X < < ... < X = b] 
o 1 z n 
is a partition of [a,b] which is a refinement of A^, 
then 
n x^ 
I - 1 
i=l' %i_l 
H < M ' 
If 
A = {a = x^ < x^ < X2 < ... < x^ = b} 
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is any partition of [a,b] which is a refinement of 
then 
n 
i=l 
X. 1 
^G(x^_^,Xi)[H(Xi_i,x^) - J H] 
i=l *i-l 
n 
I |H(X^_^,X.) - J H 
i=l ^i-l 
< e. 
Therefore, we conclude that the integral J GH exists if 
a 
b 
and only if j G dh exists and that in this case these 
two integrals are equal. Similarly, for any two real 
numbers x,y satisfying a ^  x < y ^  b, the integral 
GH exists if and only if the integral | G dh exists, 
«I V 
and in this case J GH = J G dh. Q.E.D. 
X X 
B. W. Helton [6] has proved the following very 
important result. We omit his proof since it is rather 
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lengthy and seems adequate after we come to an agreement 
x" 
about the meaning of V^, H for a ^  x' < x" ^  b when H 
is a function of classes OA® and 0B° on [a,b] . We 
believe that a proof of an extension of Theorem 4.7 can be 
constructed using the technique illustrated in [12] for the 
weighted refinement integral. 
Theorem 4.7. Let [a,b] be a closed interval of the 
real axis. Let G aind H be real-valued functions on the 
set of all ordered pairs (x,y) of real numbers satisfying 
a ^  X < y ^  b. Suppose that G is of class 0L° on 
[a,b] and that H is of classes OA® and 0B° on [a,b]. 
Then GH is of classes OA°,OB°,OM° on [a,b]. 
Next we look at a result involving a (LR)-integral, 
a (R)-integral, and a product refinement integral. Let 
[a,b] be a closed interval of the real axis. Let U and 
V be real-valued functions on the set of all ordered pairs 
(x,y) of real numbers satisfying a ^  x < y ^  b such 
that U and V are of classes OA® and OB® on [a,b] . 
Suppose we have a partition 
A* = (a = X* < X* < X* < ... < xj^^ = b} 
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of [a,b] and a positive real number c not exceeding 1 
such that for each integer i = 1,2, ...,n*, we have that 
1 - V(x,y) 2 c 
for all ordered pairs (x,y) of real numbers satisfying 
xf ^ < X < y ^  xf. Let (1-V) ^ be the real-valued 
function with domain the set of all ordered pairs (x,y) 
of real numbers satisfying a ^  x < y ^  b such that 
a-v)-l(x,y) 
for a ^  X < y ^ b and [1-V(x,y)] / 0 and, for con­
venience, such that (1-V)~^(x,y) = 1 for 
a ^  X < y ^  b and [1 - V(x,y) ] = 0. Let h be a real-
valued function of bounded variation on [a,b]. 
We prove our first result here by using Lemma 1 in 
[7] and Theorems 4.5 and 4.7. 
Lemma 4.4. The function (1+U)(1-V) - 1 is of 
classes OA°,OB°,OM° on [a,b]. 
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proof; Since V is of classes 0A° and 0B° on 
[a.b], we have from Lemma 1 in [7] that V is of class 
0L° on [a,b]. For each integer i = 1,2,...,n*, we 
have that 
0 < (1-V)~^(x,y) 
for all ordered pairs (x,y) of real numbers satisfying 
xt y ^  xf. From this it follows that (1 -V) 
is of class 0L° on [a,b] . Since U and V are of 
classes 0A° and 0B° on [a,b], the function (U + V) 
is of classes 0A° and 0B° on [a,b] . For each integer 
i = 1,2, .. .,n*, 
1 + U(x.v) __ , _ U(x.v) + v(x.y) 
1 - V(x,y) ~ 1 - V(x,y) 
for all ordered pairs (x,y) of real numbers satisfying 
xt < X < y ^  x^. Then it follows that (1+U) (1-V) ^  - 1 
is of class 0B° on [a,b], and it follows from Theorem 
4.7 that this function is also of class 0A° on [a,b]. 
We then have from Theorem 4.5 that (1+U) (1-V) - 1 
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is of class QM® on [a^b] . Q.E.D. 
For each x in (a,b], let r^ be the function 
defined on [a,x] by 
r^(t) = ^n^(l + U) (1-V)"^. 
Lemgia 4.5. For each x in (a,b], the function r^ 
is bounded on [a,x] . 
Proof: Let and be positive real numbers and 
A be a partition of [a,b] such that 
n 
Y"" 1 I ) !u{x. , ,x.) I < M, 
I 1-X' i j — X 
i=l 
and 
n 
% I - ^2 
i=l 
for every partition 
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A = [a = Xg < < Xg < ... < x^ = b} 
of [a,b3 which is a refinement of A. Let x be any 
given point of (a,b] . Then let t be any particular real 
number satisfying a ^  t < x. For any partition 
A = {t = x^ < x^ < x^ < ... < x^ = x} 
of [t,x] containing all of the points of A* and A on 
this interval, we have that 
n 
n [1+U(x__^,x_)][l-V(x^_^,x^)] -1 
n  .  u ( x ^ _ ^ , x _ )  +  V ( x _ _ ^ , x ^ ) ^  
i=l" - i" + -¥r 
n 
^ n e 
i=l 
U(x , ,x ) + V(x ,,x ) 
1-1 X 1—1 1 
1 - V(x ,x ) 
1—X 1 
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= e 
i=l 
1 - V(x^_^,x^) 
n 
J I C  l ^ ' V i ' V  I  l ^ ' * i - i ' * i '  I '  
1 ® 
i=l 
1 e 
-(M1+M2) 
It then follows that 
.n*(l + U) (1 -V) ^  
-(M, +M_) 
1 e 
c '"1 "2 
Hence the function is bounded on [a,x] . Q.E.D. 
Lemma 4.6. For each x in (a/b] and for all t in 
[a,Xj, the refinement integral 
(LR) J (r^V + r^U) 
t 
exists, and 
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X 
+ (LR)J (r^V + r^U) . 
t 
Proof: Let x be any given point of (a,b], and let 
t be any particular real number satisfying a ^  t < x. 
Let 
A = {t = x^ < x^ < x^ < ... < x^ = x} 
be any partition of [t,x] containing all points of A* on 
[t,x]. For each integer i = 1,2,...,n, we have that 
1-1 
= { [l+u(x__^,x_) ] [1 - V(x^_^,x^) 
r ""i -1 
+ (x^) • ÏÏ (1 + U) (1 - v) - [1 -r U ] 
i—1 
-ll [1 - V(x^_^,x^) ] ]•, 
so we obtain 
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r^(Xi_l) El-V{Xi_i,Xi)] = r^(x^) [1+U(x^_j^,x^)] 
X 
+ r (x,){ n ^(1+U) (l-V)"-^ - [1+U(x ,x )] 
X X LX • T X X -L 1—X 
. [1 - V(x^_^,x^)]~^j-[l - V(x^ 
and hence 
+ r^(x^)U(x^__^,x^)] 
r 1 
+ r^(x^){x° "(1+U) (1 - V)""^ - ii + u(x^_^,x^)] 
i-1 
. [1-V(x^_^,x_)]"^j[l-V(x^_^,x^) ] . 
Therefore 
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n 
i=l 
n 
i=l 
* r X. . 
+ ^ r^(x^){^n ^(1+U) (1-V) - [1+U(x^_3^,x^)] 
i=l 
.[1 - V(x^_^,x^)]"^]-[1-V(x^_^,x^)] . 
Since r^ is bounded on [a,x], (1+U) (1-V) ^  - 1 is of 
class 0M° on [a,b], and V is of class 0B° on [a,b], 
it follows that 
^ X. , 
lim y r (x.){ n ^(1+U)(1-V)" - [1+U(x ,,x.)] 
A,3 ^ "-^i-l 
^ 1 =1 
[l-V(Xi_i,Xi)]~^}[l-V(x^_^,x^)] = 0 
Therefore, the refinement integral 
X 
(LR)J (r^V + r^U) 
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exists, and 
X 
r^(t) = r^(x) + (Ul)J (r^v + r^U) Q.E.D 
t 
Lemma 4.7. For each x in (a,b], the function r^ 
is of bounded variation on [a,x]. 
Proof; Let x be any given point of (a,b]. Let M 
be a positive real number such that jr^(t) J ^ M for all 
t in [a,x]. The functions |u| and |v | are of class 
0A° on [a,b]. If 
A = {a = x^ < x^ < Xg < ... < x^ = x) 
is any partition of [a,x], then 
n n X .  
i-j. i-1 
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n 
I 
i=l X. 
1-1 
{J J i°i} 
*i-l 
= M . {J |V| + J |U|}. 
a a 
Thus it follows that is of bounded variation on [a,xl . 
Q#E#D, 
Lemma 4.8. For each x in (a,b], the refinement 
integral 
X  
a 
exists. 
proof: Let G be the real-valued function on the 
X  
set of all ordered pairs (y,z) of real numbers satisfying 
^ ^ y < z ^ X such that 
G^(y,z) = ^n^Xi+u) (1-V)"^ 
- V .I -1. a+U)(l-V) -"dh 
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for every such ordered pair (y,z). Then G^{y,z) = r^^z) 
for a ^  y < 2 ^  x. The function is of class OL® 
on [a,x] . Since (1-V) ^  is of class OL® on [a,b] 
and since dh is of classes OA® and OB® on [a,b3, it 
follows from Theorem 4.7 that (1-V) ^ dh is of class 
OA® on [a,b] . Since (1-V) ^  is bounded on [a,x] and 
since dh is of class OB® on [a,x], it follows that 
(1 - V)^^dh is of class OB® on [a.x]. We then have from 
Theorem 4,7 that G^(l-V) ^ dh is of class OA® on 
[a,x]. Therefore the integral 
X 
(R)J (1-V)^^n*(l+U) (1-V)"-^dh 
a 
exists. Q.E.D. 
We come now to the result in which we are interested 
here involving a (LR)-integral, a (R)-integral, and a 
product refinement integral, This result was proved by 
Helton in [ 7], but our proof is more direct and considerably 
simpler, especially since his proof relies on a quite 
difficult lemma. 
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Theorem 4.8. Let 
X 
g(x) =h(a)^n*(l+U) (1-V)"i+ (R)J (l-V)"-^^n*(l+U) (1-V)"^dh 
a 
for all X in [a,l3] . Then, for each x in [a,b], the 
integral 
(LR) J (gU + gv) 
a 
exists, and 
X 
g(x) = h(x) + (LR)J (gU + gV). 
a 
Proof ; Let x be any given real ntimber in (a,b] . 
Let 
A = {a = x^ < x^ < X2 < ... < x^ = x} 
be any partition of the closed interval [a,x] containing 
all of the points of the partition A* on this interval. 
For each integer i = 1,2,we have that 
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g(x.) =h(a) n ^~^(1+U) (1-V)'^ • n ^(1+U) (1-V)"^ 
X a Xi_i 
*i-l  .  X. X 
+ (R) I (1-V)" ^ n ^ (1+U) (1-V) dh . n (1+U) (i-v) 
i ^ =i-l 
r ^ -1 _i 
+ (R)J  (1-V) (1+U) (1-V) "^dh 
Xi-1 
X, . , X, 
= 9(Xi_i)x: ^  (1+U) (1-V) +(R)J  (i-v)"-^^n (1+U) (i-v)" 
= [h(x^)-li(x^_^)] [l-v(x__i,x_)]"l+9(xi_i)[l+u(x^_i,x_)] 
_ X. .  
.[l-V(x,_^,x^)]~-^+g(x._,) -j^n \l+U) (1-V)" 
i—X 
- il+U(x^_^,x^) J [l-V(x^_^,x^)]"lj 
+ -[j (l-V)°^dh-[l-V(x^_^,x^)]~~lli(x^)-h(x^_^)3j-
*1-1 
""i X 
+ (R)J (1-V)"^{^n ^(1+U) (1-V)"^ - ijdh. 
Xi-1 
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Thus, we have for each integer i = l,2,...,n that 
g(x^) [1-V(x^_^,x^)] = [h(x^)-h(x^_^)] +g(x^_^) [1+U(x^_^,x^)] 
% 
+ g(x^_i) .{^n "^(l+U) (l_v)"l-[l+u(x^_^,xi)] [1-V(x^_^,x^)]~^} 
i—1 
.[1-V(X^_^,X_)] 
*i 
^'i-l 
.[1-V(x ,,X )] 1—± X 
X. 
+ (R)J (1-V)"^{^n "-(i+u) (i-v)"-^-i}dh[i-v(x^_^,x^)] 
=i-l 
or 
[9(Xi)-9(Xi_l)] = [h(Xi)-h(x^_l) ] + [9(x^ ^)U(x^_^,x^) 
r ""i -1 
+ g(x^)V(x^_^,x^)]+g(x^_^) .|^n (1+U) (1-V) 
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- [1+U(x^_^,x^)l [1-V(x^_^,x^)]~ }[1-V(x^_^,x^)] 
*i 
+{J (1-V)"^dh- [l-V(x__i,x^)]"l[h(x_)-h(x__^)]} 
"i-l 
. [1-V(x^_J^,x^)] 
+ (R)J ^(i+U)(l-v)"^-l}dh[l-V(x__^,x^)] 
=i-l 
We note that 
n 
Y -5(x^_j^)] = g(x) - g (a) 
i=l 
that 
n 
Y [h(x^) -h(x^_^)] = h(x) - h (a) 
i=l 
and that g (a) = h(a) . Thus 
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n 
g(x) =h(x) + Y [9(*ï_i)*(*i_l'*i) +9(Xi)V(x^ ^ ,x^)] 
i=l 
+ ^ 9(Xj^ i)'{x.n (1+U) (1-V) -[1+U(x^ ^,x^)] 
i=l 
[1-V(x__^,x_)]"l}[l-V(x^ ^,x^) ] 
n x^ 
+ ^ {J (l-V)"^dh-[l-V(x^_^,x^)]"^[h(x^)-h(x^_^)]| 
i=l *i-l 
[1-V(x__^,x^)] 
.""i X. 
+ 2 (R)j' (i-v)~^[^ii ""(i+u) (i-v) 
i=l *1-1 
Since g is bounded on [a,b], since V is bounded 
on [a,b], and since (1+U) (1-V) ^ -1 is of class 
on [a,b], we have that 
X 
lim y g(x. ,).| n ^(1+n) (1-V)"^-(1+U(X, „X.)1 
' 1=1 
. ri-V(X_ _ T ,X^)]"l)[l-V(x^_^,X^)] = 0 
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-1 Since V is bounded on [a,b] and since (1-V) dh is 
of class 0A° on [a,b], we have that 
n 
liia ^ {J (l-V)"ldh-[l-V(x._i,x^)]"l[h(x_)-h(x._i)]} 
Xi_i 
. [1-V(x^ ^,x^) ] = 0. 
Since V is bounded on [a,b], we now complete the proof 
by showing that 
A X. 
lim ^ (R)J (1-V)"^[^n ^(1+U) (l-V)"^-l]dh = 0 
i=l Xi_i 
Let u and v be the real-valued functions of 
bounded variation on [a,b] such that u(y) = j U and 
a 
r? 
v(y) = j V for all y in [a,b] . Let u*,v*,h* be the 
a 
monotone nondecreasing real-valued functions on [a,b] 
such that 
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u* (y) = v^u for a < y ^  b 
u* (a) = 0, 
such that 
V* (y) = V^v for a < y ^  b 
V* (a) =0, 
and such that 
h* (y) = V^h for a < y ^  b 
h*(a) = 0. 
Again let 
A  =  { a  =  X  <  X  <  X  <  . . .  <  X  =  x }  
o 1 z n 
be any partition of the closed interval [a,x] containing 
all of the points of the partition A* on this interval. 
For each integer i = 1,2, ...,n, we have from Lemma 4.6, 
Lemma 4.7, and Theorem 4.6 that 
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(R)J (i-v)"^{^n ^(i+u) (i-v)"^-i} -1 dh 
=i-l 
X. 
1 
= (R)J (1-V)"^(LR)J [ n ^(1+U) (1-V)~^dv - X -1 
*i-l 
+ n ^(1+U)(1-V)"^du]dh. 
We showed in the proof of Lemma 4.5 that there exists a 
positive real nimber K such that 
,,Il''"(l+U) (1-V)"^ 1 K 
for every two real numbers x',x" satisfying 
a ^  x' < x" ^  b. For each integer i = 1.2, ...,n, we 
obtain 
X X 
X _1 . 1_ X. 
(R)J (1-V)'"^(LR)J [ n ^(1+U) (1-V)~^dv 
'i-1 
*i -1 1 
+ n (l+U)(l-V) dujdh 
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X. 1 
^ gK • (R) J C [v* (x^) - V* (t) ] + [u* (x_) - u* (t) ] }dh* 
=1-1 
X 
1 
= gK • I[v* (x_) +u* (x^) ] [h* (x^)-h* (x\_^) ]-(R)J (v*+u*)dh*| 
=i-l 
Now 
n x^ 
lim J {[v*(x^)+u*(x^)] [h*(x^)-h*(x^_j^)]-(R)J (v*+u*)dh*]. 
n 
= lim ^  [v* (x^) +u* (x_) ] [h* (x_) -h* (x__^) ]-(R) J (v*+u*) dh* 
A'=i=l 
=  0 .  
Hence 
n  X .  
lim ^ |(R)J (1-V)"^{^n ^(1+U) (1-V)"^-l}dh 
i=l =i_l 
— 0# Q, E.D * 
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We close this chapter by studying Helton's Theorem 1 
in [6], which provides a Gronwall inequality involving 
product refinement integrals for the integral 
(LR)J  (fU+fV). 
a 
We show how this result of Helton's follows from Theorem 
4.8 and our Theorem 3.7, which provides a Gronwall ine­
quality for the integral 
(LIR) J (f^dg + f^dh + f^dk) . 
Theorem 4.9. Let [a,b] be a closed interval of the 
real axis. Let U and V be real-valued functions on 
the set of all ordered pairs (x,y) of real numbers satis­
fying a < X < y ^  b such that U and V are of classes 
0A° and 0B° on [a,b] . Suppose we have a partition 
A * = { a  =  x ^ < x * < x * <  . . . <  x ^ *  =  b }  
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of [a,b] cind a positive real niainber c not exceeding 1 
such that for each integer i = 1,2, ...,n*, we have that 
for all ordered pairs (x,y) of real numbers satisfying 
< X < y ^  X*. Suppose U(x,y) ^  0 and V(x,y) 2 0 
for all ordered pairs (x,y) of real numbers satisfying 
a < X < y ^  b. Let h be a real-valued function of bounded 
variation on [a,b]. Let g be the real-valued function 
with domain [a,b] such that 
for all X in [a,b] . Let 5 be the family of all bounded 
real-valued functions f on [a,b] such that the refine­
ment integral 
1 - V(x,y) 2 c 
g(x) =h(a)^n*(l+U) (1-V)~^+ (R)J (1-V)(1+U) (1-V)"^dh 
b 
(fU+ fV) 
a 
exists cind such that 
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f(x) ^ h(x) + (LR)J (fu + fv) 
a 
for all X in [a,b] . Then for any member f of 3 we 
have that 
f (x) ^  g (x) 
for all X in [a,b]. 
Proof; Let d be a positive real number less than 
c. Since V is of class 0A° on [a,b], there exists 
partition 
Â = {a = x^ < x^ < x^ < ... < X- = b} 
of [a,b] such that for any partition 
A = {a = X < X < X < ... < X = b} 
o 1 z n 
of [a,b] vAich is a refinement of A we have that 
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n X. 
y v(x i-i'^i^ "j ^ 
i=l 
Let 
A = {a = x^ < x^ < x^ < ... < x^ = b} 
be the partition of [a,b] such that A = A* U A. Let u 
and V be the monotone nondecreasing real-valued functions 
r"" r"" 
with domain [a,b] such that u(x) = j U and v(x) = j V 
a a 
for ail X in [a,b]. If i is one of the positive 
integers l,2,...,n and if (x,y) is any ordered pair 
of real numbers satisfying x^ ^ ^  ^ ^ ^  then 
1 - [v(y) -v(x)] = 1 - V ^  1 - [V(x,y) + d] 
X 
= [1-V(x,y)] - d ^c-d. 
For each real number x satisfying a < x ^  b, we have 
from Theorem 4.8 that the integral 
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X 
(liR)J (gU + gV) 
a 
exists and that 
g(x) = h(x) + (LR)J  (gU + gV). 
a 
For each real number x satisfying a < x < b, we have 
from the method used to prove Theorem 4.6 that the 
integrals 
X 
(IJi) r (fdu+fdv) 
V 
a 
and 
X 
(LR)J (gdu + gdv) 
a 
exist and equal 
(LR)J (fU + fV) 
a 
and 
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X 
(LR)J (gu + gv), 
a 
respectively. We have that 
X 
f(x) ^  h(x) + (LR)j (fdu+fdv) 
a 
and 
g(x) = h(x) + (LR)J (gdu + gdv) 
a 
for all X in [a,b] . Thus (f - g) is a bounded real-
valued function on [a,b] such that the refinement 
integral 
(LR) J [ (f - g)du + (f - g)dv] 
a 
exists and such that 
X 
(f-g)(x) ^  (LR)J [ (f - g)du + (f - g)dv] 
a 
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for all X in [a,b]. From Theorem 3.7, it then follows 
that (f - g) (x) ^  0 for all x in [a,b] . Therefore 
f(x) ^  9(x) for all x in {a,b]. Q.E.D. 
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V. SOME RESULTS FOR THE STIELTJES INTEGRAL 
TO begin, let B be a given Banach space over the 
real number field. Let P be a given nonempty set, and 
let R be a transitive and compositive binary relation 
consisting of ordered pairs of elements of P. Let f be 
a function with domain P and with range a collection of 
nonempty subsets of B. For an element L of B, we 
define the ideas of L being the limit or a cluster point 
of f with respect to R, For a nonempty subset S of B, 
we give the notion of f coming close to S relative to 
R. 
Definition 5.1. Let L be an element of B. Suppose 
that for every positive real number e there is a corre­
sponding element p^ of P with the property that when­
ever p is an element of P such that pRp^ and y is an 
element of f (p), then ||y - L|| < e . Then we write 
lim f(p) = L. 
p,R 
Definition 5.2. Let L be an element of B. Suppose 
that for every positive real number e and for every ele­
ment p of P there is at least one element p' of P 
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satisfying p'Rp such that f(p') contains at least one 
element y ' satisfying ||y ' - L|| < e. Then we say that L 
is a cluster point for f with respect to R. 
Definition 5.3. Let S be a nonempty subset of B. 
Suppose that for every element L of S and for every 
positive real number e there is a corresponding element 
p(L, e) of P such that whenever p is an element of P 
satisfying pRp(L,e), then f(p) contains at least one 
element y satisfying ||y - Ljj < e. Then we say that f 
comes close to S relative to R. 
The idea of coming close was introduced in the Ph.D. 
thesis of James D. Baker [2]. There this idea was used to 
study iterated limits. Let S be a nonempty subset of B 
to which f comes close relative to R. Vie observe that 
any element L of S is a cluster point for f with 
respect to R, but it may not be true that lim f(p) = L. 
p,R 
It is shown in [2] that f also comes close to the closure S 
of S relative to R. We show in an example to follow 
that there may be cluster points for f with respect to R 
vAiich are not elements of a set to which f comes close 
relative to R. 
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Let B now be the set of all real numbers. For each 
element p of P, let 
U(p) = 4/u.b.{y' ;3 p' € P 9 p'Rp 
and y ' e f (p ' ) } 
and 
L(p) = g.4.b.{y' : 3 p" e P 3 p'Rp 
and y ' e f (p ' ) } • 
Let 
lim f(p) = g.X .b.{U{p) ; p € P} 
p,R 
and 
lim f (p) = i.u.b.{L(p) : p e P} 
p,R 
The following two theorems can be proved by using standard 
methods of advanced calculus. 
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Theorem 5.1. If and p^ are elements of P such 
that PgRpj^j then UfPg) 1 U(p^) and L(P2) ^  L(p^) . 
Moreover 
lim f (p) = lim U(p) 
p,R p,R 
and 
lim f (p) = lim L(p) . 
p,R p,R 
Theorem 5.2. Both lim f (p) and lim f (p) are 
p,R P,R 
cluster points for f with respect to R. If L is a 
cluster point for f with respect to R, then 
lim f (p) ^  L ^  lim f (p) . We have that lim f (p) exists if 
p,R p,R p,R 
and only if lim f(p) = lim f(p), and in this case 
p,R p,R 
lim f (p) = lim f (p) = lim f (p) . 
PJR P,R P,R 
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We now present two examples. 
Example 5.1. Let v be a monotone nondecreasing real-
valued function on a closed interval [a,b] of the real 
axis, and let u be a bounded real-valued function on 
[a,b], Let P be the set of all partitions of [a,b]. Let 
R be the binary relation consisting of all ordered pairs 
(p',p) of elements of P such that p* is a refinement 
of p. Let f be the function with domain P such that 
for each element 
p  =  { a = x ^ < x ^ < x 2 <  . . . < X j j = b }  
of P we have that 
n 
i=l 
for i = 1,2,...,ni f  • • •  9  
Here we denote lim f(p) and lim f(p) 
p,R p,R 
r» 
by Fj u d V and 
a 
respectively. When lim f(p) exists, we denote 
p,R a 
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this limit by Fj udv, and this is the Riemann-Stieltjes 
a 
refinement integral of u with respect to v over [a,b] 
If 
p = {a = < *2 < ... < x^ = b} 
is an element of P, let 
= jl.u.b.{u(x) : X e [x__^,x^]] 
and 
= g.X.b.{u{x) : x e [x^_T,x^]) 
for i = 1,2, ...,n, and let 
n 
&(P) = ^ Mj^[v(x^) -v(x^_^)] 
i=l 
and 
n 
i(p) = Y. 
i=l 
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For each element p of P, we have that 
S(p) = -e.u.b.{y:y e f(p)} 
and 
&(p) =g.A.b.{y:ye f(p)}. 
Here we also have for each elCTient p of P that 
S(p) = U(p), £(p) = L{p) . 
It then follows that 
fb _ 
F u d v = lira S (p) 
a P,R 
and 
F u d v = lira 8^(p) 
- P,R 
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Let S = udv, FJ U d vj-, Then f comes close to 
^ â 
S relative to R. 
Finally we note that for any real number c satisfying 
a < c < b we have that 
7b 7 c 7b 
FJ udv = Fj udv + FJ udv 
a a c 
and 
f > 
FJ udv = Fj udv + Fj udv, 
Example 5.2. Let v be a monotone nondecreasing real-
valued function on a closed interval [a,b] of the real 
axis, and let u be a bounded real-valued function on 
[a,b]. Let P be the set of all partitions of [a,b]. Let 
R be the binary relation consisting of all ordered pairs 
(p',p) of elements of P such that (norm of p') < 
(norm of p). Let f again be the function with domain P 
such that for each element 
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p = {a = < X2 < ... < x^ = b} 
of P we have that 
n 
f (p) = { X [(v(x^) -v(x^_^)] ; Ci € [Xi_l'*i] 
i=l 
i l.f2y,,,y • for 1
f b 
Here we denote lim f(p) and lim f(p) by Nj udv 
P,R P,R a 
b 
and N udv, respectively. When lim f(p) exists, we 
- P,R 
denote this limit by NJ udv, and this is the Riemann-
a 
Stieltjes norm integral of u with respect to v over 
[a,b]. 
First we verify that 
7b pb 
N j  u d v ^ F j  u d v .  
For each element p of P, let 
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U(p) = j0.u.b.{y' : 3 p' e p B (norm of p') < 
(norm of p) and y' e f(p')}, 
and let 
S(p) = je.u.b.{y;y e f (p)}. 
Let p^ be any given element of P. Let p^ be an 
element of P such that (norm of Pg) < (norm of p^) . 
If p is any element of P such that p is a refinement 
of P2, then we have for every real number y in f (p) 
that y ^  U(p^) since (norm of p) < (norm of p^), and 
hence it follows that i(p) ^ U(p^). Therefore 
7b 
F  u d v  =  l i m  S  ( p )  ^  U  ( p .  )  .  
a 
It then follows that 
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Similarly 
N J  u d v ^ p j  u d v ,  
a a 
p b  7 b  
Next we verify that if NJ u d v > Fj udv, then 
a a 
7b 
N  u d v  i s  n o t  a  m e m b e r  o f  a  s e t  t o  w h i c h  f  c o m e s  c l o s e  
a 
relative to R. Let E = |^NJ udv - FJ UDVJ/2. There 
a a 
p b  
is a member p* of P such that 8(p) < FJ udv + e for 
a 
every element p of P such that p is a refinement of 
P*. Thus, if p is any element of P which is a refine-
7b 
ment of p*, then y < m udv - e for all y in f(p). 
a 
If p is any given element of P, and if p is an 
element of P such that (norm of p) < (norm of p) and 
such that p is a refinement of p*, then 
7b 7b 
lly - NJ u d v|l > € for all y in f (p) . Hence Nj udv 
a a 
cannot be a member of a set to which f comes close 
relative to R. 
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b b 
Similarly, if Nj U d v < Fj u d v, then nJ u d v is 
ai a 
not a member of a set to which f comes close relative 
to R. 
In the rest of this chapter, we let v be a monotone 
nondecreasing real-valued function on a closed interval 
[a,b] of the real axis, and we let u be a bounded real-
valued function on [a,b]. We then let c be a real 
number satisfying a < c < b. We present results concerning 
In order to simplify our study of these results, we use the 
following notation. Consider any given closed subinterval 
[x',x"] of [a,b]. For partitions p and p' of 
[x',x"], write "p' < p" if sind only if (norm of p') 
< (norm of p) « For a partition 
a a c 
p = {X '  =  x^  <  x^  <  x^  <  . . .  < x^  =  X" }  
of [x',x"], let 
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f(p) = { *((i) [v(x_) -v(x^_^)] ; Cj^ € for 
i=l 
i = 1,2, .. 
Finally, for a partition p of [x',x"], let 
U{p) = i.u.b.{y' : 3 a partition p' of [x',x"] ^ 
p ' < p and y ' e f (p ' ) } . 
First we establish the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. The inequality 
Proof; Let e be any given positive real number. 
Let p be any partition of [a,b]. Let p* be a 
partition of [a,b] such that P* < p and such that p* 
u d v 
a a c 
holds. 
contains c. Let p* and p* be the partitions of 
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[a,c] and [c,b], respectively, such that p* = p* U p*. 
«c pb 
Then NJ udv ^  U(p*) and NJ udv ^  U(p*) . There is a 
a 
partition p^ of [a,c] satisfying p^ < p* such that 
f(p^) contains a real number y^ satisfying 
y^ > U(p*) - and there is a partition p^ of [c,b] 
satisfying p^ < p* such that ffpg) contains a real 
number y^ satisfying y^ > U(p^) - y. We note that 
(Pl U Pg) < P* and that (y^ + yg) e f(p^ U Pg). Therefore 
nC pb 
N j  u d v  +  N j  u d v  <  U ( p * )  +  U ( p * )  <  y ^  +  y g  +  e  
1 U',p*; -?- £ 1 uip; 1 4- c 
Thus 
pC lb 
( ? )  1 .  " J  "  -  "  +  - J  "  -  "  -
a c 
It then follows that 
•pb rc pb 
N J  u d v ^ N j  u d v  +  N j  u d v  -  E  
a a c 
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Since e is any given positive real number, we 
conclude that 
lb pc "pb 
n J u d v ^ N J  u d v  +  N j  u d v ,  Q . E . D .  
a a c 
In the theorems to follow, let = lim sup u(x) 
X -» c 
and = lim sug u(x) 
X -• c" 
Theorem 5.3. If V- ^ u(c) ^  V,, then 
7b c 7b + 
n J u d v  =  N J  u d v  +  N J  u d v  +  [ V ^  - u ( c )  ]  [ v  ( c  )  -  v ( c )  ]  
a a c 
Proof: (a) For simplicity, let 
-pb - Z c  -pb 
L = NJ udv, - Nj udv, L2 = NJ udv. 
a 2 r 
(b) First we verify that 
L ^  + L2 + [v^ - u (c) ] [v (c"*") - V (c) ] . 
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Let € be any given positive real number. There are 
partitions p^ and p^ of [a,c] and [c,b], respectively, 
such that U(p^) < + € and UfPg) < Lg + E. Let M 
be a positive real number such that |u(x)| ^  M for all 
X in [a,b] . There is a positive real number T) satis­
fying T) < min.{ (c - a), (b - c) 3 such that: 
(i) [v(x") -v(x')] < for c < x' < x" < c + TI; 
(ii) u(x) < + 4[v(b)-v(a)]+l C - „< X < c; 
(iii) u(x) < ^ 2 4[v(b) - V (a) ] +1 for c < x < c + r). 
Let 
5 = min.{norm p^, norm p^, "H} . 
Let p* be any particular partition of [a,b] such that 
(norm p*) < 6. Let 
p = {a = X < < *2 < ... < x^ = b] 
be a partition of [a,b] such that (norm p) < (norm p*) . 
For each integer i = 1,2,...,n, let be a point of 
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the closed subinterval [x^ of [a/b]. 
Suppose first that c e p. Let i be the positive 
integer less than n such that Xr = c. Then 
{a = x^ < x^ < X2 < ... < xj = c} 
is a partition of [a,c] with norm less than the norm of 
p,, so that 
[v(x^) -v(x^^^) ] lU(p^)j 
i=l 
also 
tc = XJ < < XT+2 < ... < =b} 
is a partition of [c,b] with norm less than the norm of 
p^, so that 
n 
^ [v(x^ - v(x^_^) ] 1U(P2). 
i=I+l 
Therefore 
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n 
^ u(C^) [v(x^) -v(x^_^)] lU(p^) + Ufpg) 
i=l 
< + L2 + 2e. 
Suppose now that c ^ p. Let i te the positive 
integer not exceeding n such that XT_^ < c < xr. Let 
^4 be a point of [XT ^,c) such that 
u(Ct) > - 4[v(b) -v(a)] + 1 
Then 
^ u(C^) [v(x_) -v(x^_^)] 
i=l 
1-1 
^ { Z *(GI) [V(X_) -V(X__^)] + U(CT) [V(C) -V(XT_^)]J 
i=l 
n 
+ |u(c) [V(XT) - v(c) ] + 2, [V(X^) - V(X^_^)]]-
i=i+l 
+ u(Cj)[v(xj) -v(xj_^)] - u(Cj)[v(c) -v(xT_^)] 
- U(c) [V(XT) - V(C) ] 
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1 Ufp^) + UtPg) + U(CT) [V(XJ) -V(XJ_^)] 
- U (Cr) [v (c) - V (XT_i) ] - u(c) [V (Xr) - V (c) ] . 
Let 
A = U(CT) [v(Xr) -V(Xr^^)] - U(CT) [V(C) -V(XT_^)] 
- U(c) [V(XT) - V(C) ] . 
Then 
n 
^ [v(x^) -v(x^^^)] < + 2€ + A. 
i=l 
If = c, then 
A = [u(c) -u(Çr)] [v(c) -v(xT_^)] 
= [u (c) - \)^ + V - U (Ct) ] [v (c) - V (XT_^) ] 
^ ^  ^  ^  u .  ^ s 3 ç - ^  +  - 3 + - 3 >  
[ (o) A — (—x) A] [ (o) n — + ^l\ — ( — 5) T^] + 
[ ( 2X) A- (O) A] [ (I5)N - 4- - (^5)TI] = 
[(O)A- (^x)A][(O)n- (l5)n] + R(t"Ix)A- (O)A] [(^2)n- (-3)*] = V 
'-X > -5 > o ?I 
[ (o) A - (^o) A] [ (o) n - + ~ + ^ 
[{O ) A —  (  0) A +  (  O) A — (—X)A] [(D)n— (\] + —— — 
+ + 
[ (3) A — (—x) AJ [ (o) n — "3 "3 ^ 
[ (o) A - (-x)A] • [ (o)n- - (-3)n] 
+ [ ("^ —X) A — (O) A] [ (~5) ^ — (~3) — 
[  (o) A  — ( — x) A ] [ ( O )n — (—3)N] + [ —x) A — (O)A.][(^2)TI— (—5)T^] = V 
ueiiq. 'o >-3 5 
08T 
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Thus 
n 
2 [v(x^) -v(x^_ j^)3 < + L2 + 2e + ~ 
i=l 
+ [V^-u(c)] [vCc"*") - v(c)] . 
We conclude that 
U(p*) ^  + Lg + [v^-u(c)][v(c*) -v(c)] + 
Hence 
L ^  + Lg + -u(c)] [v(c*) - v(c)] + 
Since e is any positive real number^ we have that 
L ^  + L2 + [V^ - u (c) ] [v (c"'") - V (c) ] . 
(c) Next we verify that 
+ L2 + [V^ -u{c) ] [v(c*) - v(c) ] ^  L. 
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Let p* be any given partition of [a,b] . Let e be 
any given positive real number. There is a positive real 
number Tj satisfying T| < min.{ (c - a), (b - c) } such that: 
(i) u(x) < + JîTftTTTÛÏTTT c - T, < X < c; 
(ii) u(x) < Vj + .%(a)] + 1 c < X < c + T,. 
Let 
c rnorm p* 1 0 = mxn.-l ^ J "nj-. 
There is a partition p^ of [a,c] such that 
(norm p^) < à and such that ffp^) contains at least one 
real number satisfying y^ > L^ - £. Let 
p^ = {a = < X2 < ... < XT = c}. 
ana xe"c 
X  
yi = ^ u(C^) [v(x^) - v(x^_^) 1 
i=l 
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where e for i = l,2,...,i. We now verify 
that we may choose such that XT ^ ^  < x?. For, 
suppose = XT = c. Let a = y^ - (L^ - e). Let g4 
be a real number satisfying xr ^ ^  Cj < c such that 
^(Cj) > *^1 [v(c) - v(a) ] +1 
Let 
i-1 
Y^ = ^ U(Ci) [v(x^) -V(x^_^)3 + U(CJ) [V(XT) -V(XT_J^)] 
i=l 
Then y£ is a real number in f (p^) . Now 
Y^ - Y^ = [U(CJ) -U(C)][V(XT) ~V(XT_^)] 
= [u (C j) - - u (c) ] [v (x?) - V (XT ] 
K - V J^][V(XT) -V(XT_^)] 
- a 
^ [v(c) .v(a)l + 1 -vlXi-i)] > - ° 
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Hence 
yj > Yi - a = - E. 
There is a partition p^ of [c,b] such that 
(norm Pg) < 6 and such that ffPg) contains a real 
3 
number satisfying y^ > Lg " 4^ • Let 
P2 = {c = XJ < < *.+2 < •.. < x^ = b}, 
and let 
n 
72 = y u(C^) [v(x^) - v(x^_^) j 
i=I+l 
where e [x^ ^^x^] for i = i + l,i + 2, ...,n. Suppose 
= = *1 < «1+1 i =ï+r 
n 
y^ = u(c) [V(XT^^) -v(xr)] + Y u(Cj^) [v(x^) - v(x^_^)] . 
i=i+2 
Then y^ is a real number in ffpg) . Now 
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72 - Y2 = [u(c) -u(Cï+i)][v(xT^^) - V (XT) ] 
2 [V2-u(Cî+i)][v(Xï+i) -V(xt)] 
' ^  4[v(b) -V(a)l + 1 
> - 4-
Thus 
> yj - f > (1 - 2-JE) -
= Lg - e. 
So, let 
= [a = Xg < x^ < Xg < . .. < XT = c} 
and 
Pj = {c = Xj < < ... < x^ = t.} 
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be partitions of [a,c] and [c,b], respectively, such 
that (norm p^) < Ô and (norm Pg) < 6 and such that; 
(i) there is a real number 
1 = J u<Ci)[v(x.)-v(x._^)! 
i=l 
in f(p^), where e for i = 1,2,...,i, for 
which 
?! > - s 
and xj_j^ 1 Cj < 
(ii) there is a real number 
n 
Yj = Y [v(x^) -v(x^_^) ] 
1=1+1 
in ftPg), where e [x^_^,x^3 for 
i = i + l,i + 2,...,n, for which 
72 > ^2 - e 
and = c. 
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Let 
p = {a = x^<x^<x2< ...<Xi_i<XT+i<XT+2< ... < = b} 
= (P^ U Pg) - {c}. 
Then p is a partition of [a,l3] such that 
(norm p) < 26 ^ (norm p*) . Let C be a real number 
satisfying XT ^ ^  ^ < c such that 
u(Ô - > - 4[v(b) - v(a)] + 1 • 
Let 
y = Y u(Ci) [v(x_) -v(x^_^)] + u(C) [v{xj^^) -v( X j _ ^ ) ]  
i=l 
n 
+ Y *(Gi)[v(x^) -v(x__^)]. 
i=i+2 
Then p is a partition of [a,b] such that p < p*, and 
y is a real number in f(p). We have that 
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y = Yi + Yg + A' 
where 
A* = [U(C) -u(Cj)] [v(c) -V(XT-_^)] + [u{C) -u(c)] 
[v(xj^^) - v(c)] . 
Now 
A' = [u(Ô - - U(ÇT) ] [v(c) - v(xj_^) ] 
+ [u(G) - V^ + V^-u(c)] [v(Xr_j^^) -v(c)] 
> - 4- 4- 4+ îv^ -u(c) j [V(XT^^) - v(c) j 
— - ^ + [Vj^ - «i (c) 3 [v (Xr_j_^) -  V (c ) + V (c ) -v(c)3 
^ ^ + [VT-u(c)][v(c*)-v(c)]. 
Therefore 
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y > (L^-e) + (Lg - e) - ^  + [v^-u(c)][v(c*) -v(c)] 
4- 1 1 c  
= {L^+ L2 + -u{c) ] [v(c ) -v(c)]} - . 
Hence 
U(p*) > {L^ + L2 + -u(c)] [vCc"^) -v(c)]} - . 
Since e is any positive real number, we conclude that 
U(p*) 2 + Lg + [- u (c) ] [V (c"*") - V (c) ] . 
Since p* is any partition of [a,b], it follows 
that 
L ^  + L2 + [V^ - u (c) ] [v (c*^) - V (c) ] . 
(d) Hence 
"(• b "p c ? b + 
NJ u d v  =  NJ u d v  +  NJ u d v  +  [v^ - u ( c ) ] E v ( c  )  -v ( c ) ] .  
a a c 
Q.E.D, 
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The proof of the following result is similar to the 
proof of Theorem 5.3. 
Theorem 5.4. If < u(c) ^  then 
•zh pC pb 
NJ u d v  =  Nj u d v  +  Nj u d v  +  [Vg  - u ( c ) ]  [ v ( c )  - v ( c  ) ]  
a a c 
Theorem 5.5. If u(c) ^  Vg then 
pb 7b + 
NJ u d v = N j  u d v  +  Nj u d v  +  )  -  v (c )  ]  .  
a a c 
Proof; (a) Again for simplicity let 
7b 
L = NJ u d V, = NJ u d V, L2 = NJ U d V. 
(b) First we show that 
L ^  - V2] [v - V (c) ] . 
Let e be any given positive real number. Let M be 
a positive real number such that |u(x)| ^  M for all x 
in [a,b]. Let p^ and p^ be partitions of [a,c] and 
[c,b], respectively, such that U(p^) < L^ + e and 
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UfPg) < Lg + 6. Let T| be a positive real number satis­
fying < min.{ (c - a), (b - c) } such that: 
(i) [v(x") -v(x')] < for c < x' < X" < c + Ti; 
(11) u(x) < Vi + 4[v(b) -v(a)] + 1 
c -  T) < X < c;  
(xii) u(x) < Vg + 4[v(b) -v(a)] + 1 
C < X < c + T1 .  
Let 
Ô = min.{norm p^,norm 
Let p* be any particular partition of [a,b] such that 
(norm p*) < 6. Let 
p = {a = x^ < x^ < x^ < ... < x^ = b} 
be a partition of [a,b] such that (norm p) < (norm p*) . 
For each integer i = l,2,...,n, let be a point of 
the closed subinterval of [a,b] . 
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Suppose first that cep. Let i be the positive 
integer less than n such that XT = c. Then 
{a = < X2 < ... < XT = c} 
is a partition of [a,c] with norm less than the norm of 
p^, so that 
i 
^ u(C^) [v(x^) -v(x^_^)] lU(p^)j 
i=l 
also 
{c = XT < XT., < XT^_ < ... < X = b} J. -LTU. U. , Z H 
is a partition of [c,b] with norm less than the norm of 
p^, so that 
n 
Y u(G^^[v(x_)-v(x__^)] ^  UXpg). 
i=i+l 
Therefore 
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n 
Y "(C^) [v(x^) -v{x^_j^)] ^  U(p^) + Ufpg) 
i=l 
< + Lg + 2e. 
Suppose next that c 4 P» Let i be the positive 
integer not exceeding n such that XT_^ < c < xt. Let 
C-r be a point of [XT _.c) such that 
1 
and let be a point of (c,XT] such that 
u(Ct) > ^2 ~ 4[v(b) -v(a) ] + 1 * 
Then 
n 
1 
i-1 
~ { Z [v(x^) -v(x^_j^)] + u(c4) [v(c) - v(xt_^)]} 
i=l 
T=T 
7 + 33 + > [(^"^x)A- (tx)A](?5)n ^  
u 
uaxîj, 
* [ (O) A — (—3^) A] (—3)N — 
;^~Ix)A- (D)A3(L2)N - {(^~Ix}A- (2X)A] (L3)N = V 
49^ 
• [(O)A- (^X)A] (Î3)n - [('^"ÎX)A- (O)A] (^3)n -
[(t"Ix)A- (-X)A] (I2)N + (^D)N + (^<Î)Û "5 
[(o)A- (ix) A] (22) n -
II 
[ (^ -x) A - (o)A]("j-3)n - [ -x) A - (-x)A](-3)n + 
T+T=T 
(T-TX)A- (?X)A](?3)N ^ + [(O)A- (2X)A] (L3)NJ. + 
u 
t6T 
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Gr = c, then 
A = [u(c) -u(Ct)] [v(c) -v(xj_^)] + [u{c) -u(c|)] 
[v(xt) -  v(c)] 
= [u (c) - - U (C j)  ] [v (c) - V (XT ]  
+ [u(c) - V2+V2-u(Cj)] [v(xt) -v(c) j 
XT_^ < Gî < c, then 
A = [u(Cj) - v^ +-u(cj)] [v(c) -v(xT ^ )] 
+ [U (Ct)  -  Vj l  + -  V2 + V2 -  U (Ct)  ]  [V (XT) - V (c) ] 
^ 4 4 4 - V2 j [v (xt) -  V (c) ]  -f J 
= 6 + [v^ - "Vg] [v (xt) -  V (c"*") + V (c*^) -  V (c) ]  
< e + I" + - V2] [v(c*) - v(c) ] .  
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If c < Cj 1 XT, then 
A = [U (Çr) - V2 + V2 - - U (CT) ] [V (C) - V (XT_i) ] 
+ [u (Cj) - V2 + V2 - U (CT) ]  [v  (XT) - V (C) ] 
Thus 
n 
^ u(Ç^)[v(x^) -v(x^_^)] < + L2 + 2e + |-e 
i=l 
+ [v^ - V2] [v(c"'') -v(c)] . 
We conclude that 
U(p*) ^  + L2 + [v^ - V2] [v(c''") -v(c)] + -g-e . 
Therefore 
L ^  + L2 + [v^ - V2I [v(c*) - v(c)] + -Q-e. 
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Since e is any positive real number, we then have 
that 
L ^  + L2 + - V2] [v(c*) -v(c) ] . 
(c) Next we verify that 
+ Lg + [v(c*) -v(c)] ^  L. 
Let p* be any given partition of [a,b]. Let e 
be any given positive real number. Let T] be a positive 
real number satisfying "H < min.{ (c - a), (b - c) } such that 
«(*) < ^1 + 4[v(b) -v(a)] + 1 c - T, < X < 
(ii) u(x) < Vg + 4[v(b) -v(a)] +1 C < x <c + 
Let 
c fnorm p* 1 0  =  m i n . |  2 — T i j -
There are partitions 
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= [a = < Xg < ... < x? = c) 
and 
P2 = Cc = XJ < < XT+z < ••• < *n = 
of [a,c] and [c,b], respectively, such that 
(norm p^) < Ô and (norm Pg) < 6 and such that 
(i) there is a real number 
Yl = ^ u(Cj^) [v(x^) -v(x^_^)] 
i=l 
in f(p^), where e [x^_^,x^] for i = 1,2, 
for which 
ïl > Lj - 6 
and xj_^ 1 (T < xj; 
(ii) there is a real number 
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n 
^2 = I u(Ci)[v(x.) -V(X^_J^)] 
i=I+l 
in ffPg), where e [x^_^,x^] for 
i = 1 + 1,1 + 2, ...,n, for vjhich 
^2 >^2 - ^  
and Xj < Gî+i 1 *î+i-
Let 
p  =  { a  =  x ^ < x ^ < x 2 <  .. . <  XT _ i  <  <  * i + 2  
< ... < x^ = b} = (p^ U Pg) - {c}. 
Then p is a partition of [a,b] such that 
(norm p) < 26 < (norm p*) . Let G be a real number 
satisfying XT_^ such that 
u(C) > - 4[v(b) -v(a)] + 1 * 
Let 
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i-1 
y = ^ u(C^)[v(x_) -v(Xi_iM + u(G)[v(xT^^) -v(xj_^)] 
i=l 
n 
+ Y *(Gi)[v(Xi) -v(x__^)]. 
i=I+2 
Then p is a partition of [a,b] such that p < p*, 
and V is a real number in f (p) . We have that 
y = Yi + Yg + A' 
where 
A' = (C) -u (Cj) 3 [v(c) - V(XT_^) 
+ [u(C) -u(Cj^^)] [v(Xj_^^) -v(c)] 
Now 
A' = [u(Ô - + -u(C^)] [v(c) -V(XT_^)] 
+ [u(G) -V^ + V^-V^+Vg-U (Cj+i) ] [V (XT^^) - V (c) ] 
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> - 4 "" 4 " 4 - V2] [V (xT+i) - V (c) ] - J 
= - e + [^1 - Vj] [v(xT^^) -v(c') + v(c'^) -v(c)] 
^ - € + [Vj^ - V2] [V (C*) - V (C) ] . 
Therefore 
y > (L^ - e) + (Lg - e) - e + [v^-VglEv (c"*") - v (c) ] . 
Hence 
U(p*) > fL^+Lg+Ev^-VglEvfc*) -v(c)]} - 3e. 
Since e is any positive real number^ we conclude that 
U(p*) 2^1 + ^ 2 + - V2] [vCc"*") - v{c)] . 
Since p* is any partition of [a,b], it follows 
that 
L 2 + ^ 2 + [V^ - V2] [v (c"^) - V (c) ] . 
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(d) Hence 
rb 7C 7b + 
NJ u d v  =  NJ u d v  +  NJ u d v  +  )  -v ( c ) ] .  
3. a. c 
Q.E.D. 
The proof of the following result is similar to the 
proof of Theorem 5.5. 
Theorem 5.6. If u(c) ^  ^ then 
7b -zc pb 
NJ u d v  =  Nj u d v  +  Nj u d v  +  [Vg  -  V^]  [ v ( c )  -  v(c  )  ]  .  
Theorem 5.7. If Vg ^ < u(c), then 
pb »c mb 
N| u d v  =  N|  u d v  +  Nj u d v .  
proof: (a) For simplicity, again let 
pb 7 c 7b 
L = NJ U d V, = NJ U d V, L2 = NJ udv. 
(b) We now show that 
L ^  + L2. 
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Let e be any given positive real number. Let p^ 
and p^ be partitions of [a,c] and [c,b], respectively, 
such that U(p^) < L^ + e and Ufpg) < Lg + e. Let T} 
be a positive real number satisfying 
•N < min.C (c - a), (b - c) 3 such that: 
(i) u(x) < Vi + jv(a)] + 1 c-T, < x < c ;  
(ii) u(x) < Vg + 4[v(b) -v(a)] + 1 c < X < c + T). 
Let 
5 = min.{norm p^,norm Pg,^}. 
Let p* be any particular partition of [a,b] such that 
(norm p* ) < 6. Let 
p = {a = Xg < < Xg < ... < x^ = b} 
be a partition of [a,b] such that (norm p) < 
(norm p*). For each integer i = 1,2,...,n, let 
be a point of the closed subinterval [x^_^,x^] of [a,b]. 
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Suppose first that cep. Let i be the positive 
integer less than n such that XT = c. Then 
{a = < X2 < ... < XT = c} 
is a partition of [a,c] with norm less than the norm of 
p^, so that 
^ [v(x^) - v(x^_^)3 lU(p^); 
i=l 
also 
Cc = Xi < x.+i < Xi+2 < ... < = b] 
is a partition of [c,b] with norm less than the norm of 
Pg, so that 
n 
^ u(Ci)[v(x^) -v(x^_^)] ^ UtPg). 
i=i+l 
Therefore 
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n 
^ u(C^) [v(x^) -v(x^_j^)] lU(p^) + UfPg) 
i=l 
< + Lg + 2s. 
Suppose next that c 4 P* Let i be the positive 
integer not exceeding n such that xr ^ < c < xr. Then 
n 
= { ^ u(Ci) [v(x^) -v(Xi_i)] + u(c) [v(c) -v(Xï_i)]} 
^ u (C^) [V (x_) - V (x\_^) ] 
i=l 
i-1 
i=l 
n 
f 
; u(f" ) [v(x ) - v( 6-1 J. 1 
i=i+l 
+ [UCCJ) -U(C)][V(XT) -V(XT ^ )] 
& U(p^) + uCPg) + [u(Cv) -u(c)3 [v(xr) - v(xj_^) 3 
Let 
^ -U(C)][V(XT) -V(XT_^)] 
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Then 
n 
Y u(C^) [v(x^) -v(Xi_i)] < + L2 + 2e + A. 
i=l 
If Cj = c, then A = 0, If ^ Cj < c, then 
A = [u(Cj) - + -u(c)) [V(XT) -V(XJ_^)] < ^  . 
If c < Ct 1 XT, then X X 
A = [u(Cj) - V2 + V2-U(c) ] [V(XT) -V(XT_^) ] < "L, 
Thus 
n 
Y u(Ci) [v(x^) -v(x^_^)] < + L2 + |-€ 
i=l 
We conclude that 
U(p*) ^  + L2 + fe 
Therefore 
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L i + Lj + |€ 
Since e is any positive real mrnber, we then have 
that 
L ^  + Lg" 
(c) We have from Lemma 5.1 that 
L  I L ^  +  Lg,  
(d) Therefore 
pb pC pb 
Nj udv = NJ udv + NJ udv. 
Q.E.Da 
The proof of Theorem 5,7 also yields the following 
result. 
Theorem 5.8. If ^ V2 ^  "u(c), then 
«b pC pb 
Nj u d v  =  Nj u d v  +  Nj u d v .  
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